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Dear Reader,
Thank you for taking the time to read Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation’s (JFCAC) 2017 Community Needs
Assessment (CNA). Making the effort to read about and understand the needs of your local area demonstrates your interest
and commitment to making our community a better place to live.
Creating a thorough community needs assessment is no simple feat! It requires time, commitment, thoughtfulness, and
intention in order to truly understand the needs of those who live in the community. Therefore, thank you to everyone who
assisted in the creation of this assessment. The engagement in focus groups, community conversations, and surveys is
appreciated. Without your input, we would never truly know the needs of our community!
JFCAC is committed to making our community a better place to live, and the foundation for doing so is having a true
understanding of the needs, perceptions, and expectations of those who live in the community.
JFCAC prides itself on being innovative and finding new ways to address old problems. We believe we cannot keep doing
the “same ol’ same ol’” and expect different results. If we truly want to be impactful on poverty, we must explore new,
cutting-edge interventions, and integrate those new interventions with what we know works. This is exactly what JFCAC
intends to do with the information learned from this assessment.
If you would like to learn more about our agency, please visit our website at www.jfcac.org or like us on Facebook.
The doors at our agency are always open, so please stop by if you’d like to volunteer or learn more about the new and
exciting programs being offered to the community.
Thank you again for taking the time to explore our 2017 Community Needs Assessment.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Agency

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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VISION:
JFCAC envisions communities with increased opportunities and an improved quality of life for
families living in the crisis of poverty.

MISSION:
The mission of Jefferson Franklin Community Action is to serve individuals and families
through partnerships, inspiration, and education in order to strengthen and improve the entire
community.

VALUES:
Dedication-We are dedicated to our mission
Accountability-We are accountable to those we serve and to each other
Integrity-We do what is right at all times
Service-We provide a service to the community
Hope-We embrace the spirit of hope

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Executive Summary
Agency History

The history of the Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation (JFCAC) dates back to 1964 when President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed into law the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and declared a “War on Poverty.” As a result of this act,
a battery of anti-poverty programs, which were aimed at advancing, elevating, and promoting the economic, educational,
civic, and recreational conditions of the poor, were created. Community Action was one such program.
On April 9, 1965, the Jefferson County Community Opportunity Corporation was incorporated to begin providing local
Community Action programming to the residents of Jefferson County, Missouri. On February 19, 1969, the Jefferson County
Community Opportunity Corporation expanded service provision into Franklin County, Missouri, and amended its name to
the Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation (JFCAC).
To date, the two-county region of Jefferson and Franklin continues to be JFCAC’s service community, with the residents
of the counties being the agency’s customer-base. The community is located directly south and west of the Metro-St. Louis
area. Jefferson County ranks as the sixth most populated county in Missouri and Franklin ranks as the tenth most populous
(U.S. Census Data, 2017). The two-county community has distinct areas of wealth, contrasted with significant poverty. Parts
of the community are very developed, and “suburban,” while others are very rural, and underdeveloped. The developed
areas are rich with resources, while the rural parts have less resources available.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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#2 MERCHANT DRIVE P.O. BOX 920, HILLSBORO MO 63050
PHONE: 636-789-2686
RELAY MISSOURI TTY SERVICE: 1-800-735-2966/ 1-800-735-2466
EMAIL: communityaction@jfcac.org
www.jfcac.org

Agency Services
Since its creation, JFCAC has delivered
programming aimed at eliminating the conditions
that cause poverty. Having originally operated
three programs that focused on community
outreach, the agency has grown to offer six
federally funded core programs that encompass
numerous services. Being a 501 (C) (3) non-profit
organization, JFCAC offers the community the
following programs:

Community Services (CSBG):
Community Services forms the backbone of JFCAC’s activities and it funds projects that directly empower individuals,
impact the community, and build agency capacity. Services include:
•

•

•

Crisis Intervention is completed through an intake, assessment, and referral process. Family
strengths and needs are assessed and appropriate referrals are made to resources that can assist individuals with
meeting their basic needs. After alleviating the crisis, the customer is better
equipped to focus on long-term goals. This service is delivered through the outreach centers in each county.
Employment Support provides targeted coaching and family support case management to
individuals that are unemployed or underemployed. An Individual Action Plan (IAP) is developed to determine goals.
Staff works with individuals to eliminate barriers and promote self-sufficiency.
Energy Efficiency, Safety and Education (EESE) is designed to support low-income individuals in maintaining
safe and affordable housing. After completing a home audit, staff educates participants on ways to improve energy
efficiency in their homes, in addition to checking for safety features like carbon monoxide detectors and smoke
alarms.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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•
•

•

•
•

Healthy Homes addresses poor indoor air quality in households caused by mold, moisture, rodents,
and pests. Services are provided to eliminate the issues experienced, in addition to education on prevention.
Missouri Asset Development helps low-income individuals and households obtain and maintain selfsufficiency by practicing saving, obtaining economic education, and acquiring assets. Examples of assets the project
supports are home ownership and small business expansion.
Step Up to Leadership-Adult is a 12-week class offered to individuals interested in learning how to actively participate
in decision making in their communities and serve on councils and boards.
Session topics include goal-setting, understanding diversity, public speaking, résumé writing, and group dynamics.
Step Up to Leadership-Youth is a one-week class offered to Workforce Investment Opportunity Act (WIOA) summer
youth participants.
Summer Feeding Program is a partnership between faith-based organizations, school staff,
subsidized apartment complexes, and local businesses. JFCAC helps organize volunteers to provide a lunch to
low-income children during the week in summer months. The agency also supplies the children with a weekend
backpack of food that they can prepare easily on their own.

Head Start and Early Head Start (HS/EHS):
•

•

Head Start is a comprehensive child development program for children ages three
to five years old. The emphasis is on school readiness, using intentional planning and strategies for increasing child
and family outcomes.
Early Head Start is a comprehensive program for low-income pregnant women
and low-income families with infants and toddlers birth-three years old. It is designed to promote healthy family
functioning, with emphasis placed on foundational attachment and relationship competencies.

Housing Choice Voucher Program (HCV):
•
•
•

Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Program offers rental assistance in existing houses, mobile homes, and apartments
so safe, decent, and sanitary housing is affordable. It is known as the Section 8 Program in the community.
Homeownership Voucher Program Families can become first-time home buyers and will continue receiving
assistance with mortgage payments instead of rental assistance.
Family Self-Sufficiency encourages families to set attainable goals and rewards working families.
As a household’s income increases, money is placed in a savings account for the family to purchase
an asset.

Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP):
•

The Weatherization Assistance Program is designed to lessen the impact of the high cost of energy
on low-income families. Homes are made more energy efficient by caulking, weather-stripping, wall/floor/attic
insulation and other cost effective measures.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP):
•
•
•

LIHEAP provides assistance to households to lessen the burden of home energy costs. It supports
two components to address the high cost of utility bills for low-income households.
Energy Assistance (EA) assists households with paying on their primary heat source once a year.
Energy Crisis Intervention Program (ECIP) offers assistance to households to avoid disconnection
of their utility services. Winter ECIP can pay on primary and secondary heating bills such as those
for natural gas and electricity. Summer ECIP only pays electric bills.

Women, Infant and Children (WIC):
•

The WIC program provides nutritious food supplements as well as education to pregnant women, nursing mothers,
women with babies under six months, infants, and children up to age five. Breastfeeding support is offered to all
expectant mothers and those nursing their infants.

The Community Action that began in 1964 remains very strong and vibrant. JFCAC is a part of a national poverty-fighting
network of over one thousand Community Action Agencies (CAAs) that are committed to the same promise:

“Community Action changes people’s lives, embodies the spirit of hope, improves
communities, and makes America a better place to live. We care about the entire community
and we are dedicated to helping people help themselves and each other.”

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Purpose:
A Community Needs Assessment (CNA) seeks to gather accurate information representing the needs of a community and
it is used as the foundation for vital planning. A needs assessment leads to intentional action that will improve programs,
lead to the creation of new services, and/or improve organizational structure.
JFCAC’s 2017 CNA is a report of the current demographics, magnitude of needs, identified causes, and available resources
and assets of the two counties served by the agency.
The report is designed for the entire agency. It is not an assessment for one program or funding stream, but rather is a
comprehensive agency community needs assessment. It is designed to satisfy the regulations of the agency’s Head Start
(HS), Early Head Start (EHS), and Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) funding streams, provide data-insight to
improve all programs and organizational structure of the agency, and determine strategic areas of growth to satisfy the
unmet needs of the community. This report will serve as the basis for future strategic investment decisions; it is not a final
statement of specific strategies to create change.
The report is in accordance with Community Services’ Results Oriented Management and Accountability (ROMA)
management framework and Section 1302.11 of the Head Start Program Performance Standards (HSPSS). The CNA
identifies issues and trends within JFCAC’s service area that directly impact vulnerable families with young children and is
used by programs to determine long-term goals and short-term objectives.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Community Needs Assessment Overview:
The 2017 community assessment provides the most recent data available regarding demographics on population,
age, gender, early learning programs, disabilities, health, nutrition, employment, education, and social services for
residents in the Missouri Counties of Jefferson and Franklin. The assessment provides a portrait of JFCAC’s
programs and activities, identifies gaps in community services, and identifies available resources.
Ultimately, the community assessment is used to make decisions for program development, outreach strategies,
enrollment opportunities, and services delivery. It is a valuable resource for staff, parents/customers, management,
community partners, and stakeholders to collectively analyze population shifts and equitable distribution of services.
The agency’s Chief Innovation Officer led a cross-functional team, which included the Head Start Program Director,
Community Services Director, and Project Development Coordinator to complete the assessment.
In concert, the cross-functional team developed a plan of action to complete the assessment. This plan included:
• Timeline for completion of the assessment
• Methods used to collect and analyze data
• Plan of action for outreach and community involvement
• Development of questions for the assessment tool
• Final report and distribution to the agency, community, customers, and other stakeholders
The data gathered was reviewed by various JFCAC staff, Board members, community partners, and low-income
customers. The final report was reviewed by the Board of Director’s Planning and Evaluation Committee, and
approved by both the Head Start Policy Council and full Board of Director’s.

Framework/Need Indicators:
The framework/need indicators used to organize this assessment are the Five Pillars of Poverty. The Five Pillars of Poverty,
as identified by research, are: Education, Food, Health, Housing, and Family & Economic Security. These cornerstones
indicate what an individual needs to be self-sufficient. All methods of data collection and analysis were structured around
these pillars.

Assessment Methodology:
Various methods were used to collect data for the assessment. Data collection methods included community conversations,
a survey, focus groups, and the collection of quantitative datasets.
The first method used was Community Conversations. Community conversations were held with current organizations/groups
which included members of the community, agency customers, other service providers, and other community stakeholders. A
total of seven (7) community conversations were held with the following groups:

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4/10/2017
4/12/2017
4/18/2017
4/18/2017
4/20/2017
4/21/2017
4/27/2017

Jefferson County Hunger Task Force
Franklin County Hunger Task Force
JFCAC Head Start Policy Council
First Presbyterian Church of Union
Gerald Business Community
Franklin County Homeless Teen Awareness Night
Jefferson County WIOA Youth

This method was used first to determine the large, overarching needs of the community.
*See Appendix A for Community Conversation Questions
The second data collection method used was a community survey. The survey questions were developed to narrow down
the data collected from the community conversations. The survey was developed on the Survey Monkey platform, and was
completed either electronically or in paper-form. All paper surveys were manually entered into the Survey Monkey platform
by the agency’s Quality Improvement Technicians.
The survey was distributed to current agency customers, local service providers, customers of other local service providers,
community stakeholders, agency staff, the agency’s Board of Directors, Head Start parents, and Head Start Policy Council
members. Paper copies of the survey were mailed, along with a self-addressed stamped return envelope, to twenty percent
(20%) of each program’s customers. The remaining eighty percent (80%) of customers were both emailed and texted the link
to complete the electronic survey. The survey was also made available to customers in JFCAC offices to be completed in
paper form. A link to the survey was also placed on the agency’s website and Facebook page. The survey period was a total
of fourteen (14) days; from June 5, 2017 through June 18, 2017. There were a total of 278 surveys completed.
*See Appendix B for Survey Questions and Results
The third method used was a Focus Group. The intent of this method was to narrow down the data collected from the survey.
The focus group was held on July 18, 2017 with the agency’s Head Start Policy Council.
*See Appendix C for Focus Group Results
The fifth data collection method used was that of collecting secondary quantitative datasets. The intent of this method was to
collect national, state, and local datasets to be compared to the data collected from the community conversations, survey
and focus group.
*See page 15 for data sources.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Analysis Process:
A four step analysis process, similar to the “5 Whys” and “Fishbone” methods, was used to analyze the datasets. Following
are the implemented steps:
1) The Pillar of Poverty was identified
2) Next, the symptom(s) of the pillar was identified. This was done by asking questions such as “How does the pillar
present in the community?” and “What does this pillar look like in the community?” The answers to these questions
were then compared to the collected datasets to determine the pillar’s symptom.
3) Once the symptom(s) was identified, the barrier/obstacles of that symptom(s) were explored by asking questions
such as “What allows this symptom to occur?” and “What would need to change for this symptom to cease?” The
collected data was reviewed to answer the questions and determine the pillar’s barrier/obstacle.
4) Once the barrier/obstacles were known, the risk factor(s) or root cause(s) were identified. Questions such as
“What allows this barrier to occur?” and “What were the circumstances surrounding the barrier/obstacle when it
occurred?” were asked. The answers these questions were compared to the datasets to determine the pillar’s root
cause.
*See Appendix D for Analysis Process

Need Priorities:
In accordance with the Results Oriented Management and Accountability (ROMA) management framework, each of the
identified needs were prioritized using a level system. The levels of need were identified as individual/family, agency, and/or
community. The identified level of need will guide the creation of strategies and services implemented to satisfy the identified
need.
The Need Priorities are identified as follows:
• Transportation: Individual/Family and Community Level
• Women’s Health: Individual/Family and Community Level
• Housing Expansion: Individual/Family and Community Level
• Parent Programs: Individual/Family Level
• Entrepreneurial Opportunities ( specifically related to healthy food & employment): Individual/Family Level
• Education Training: Individual/Family Level
• Summer/Afterschool Programs: Individual/Family/Community Level
• Mental Health Services: Individual/Family and Community Level
• Homeless Shelter: Individual/Family and Community Level
• Homeless Youth Program: Individual/Family and Community Level
Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Limitations to Assessment:
•
•
•

Community forums can be representative of only those who have a vested interest. This assessment includes this
method, which has the potential to be biased.
Key informant interviews were not completed for the assessment; therefore this data is not represented.
Data sources may vary based upon the date of source document’s publication. All compared datasets for this
assessment were sourced from the most similar time periods possible.

Sharing of Assessment:
A communication plan, which outlines steps to share the assessment, has been created. The assessment will be shared
with stakeholders, community partners, agency customers and staff, and the general public. In addition, individualized and
intentional “reports” will be generated from this assessment to best meet the needs of the specific reader.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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DATA SOURCES
Secondary Quantitative Datasets:
American Community Survey
Center for Disease Control (CDC)
Child Care Aware
Children’s Literacy Council
Christensen, S., Meyer, J., & Picket, J. (2013). Barriers to Safe and Affordable Housing
Community Commons
Countyhealthrankings.org
Diabetesincontrol.com
Family and Community Trust
Feeding America 2013
JFCAC Child Plus Database
Missouri Balance of State Sheltered and Unsheltered Point-in-Time Count of Homelessness
Missouri Child Care Licensing
Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 2014-2015
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services, 2014
Missouri Department of Social Services
Missouri Kids Count
National Center for Education Statistics
National Low Income Housing Coalition, 2016
National Center for Biotechnology Information
Prosperity Now
Scorecard.prosperitynow.org/methodology
Social Security Administration
stateofobesity.org
Towncharts.com
University of Missouri Agriculture Electronic Bulletin Board May 2016
U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 American Community Survey 2011-2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Assessments/Reports/Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head Start/Early Head Start Program Information Report (PIR, 2016)
Mercy Hospital (Jefferson County) Community Health Needs Assessment, 2016
Mercy Hospital (Franklin County) Community Health Needs Assessment, 2016
Missouri Community Action Network Annual Report, 2016
Missouri Report on Poverty, 2016
Section G NASCSP CSBG/IS 2017 (October 1,2016 - September 13, 2017)
Title 1 Workforce and Innovation Opportunity Act (WIOA) for the Jefferson/Franklin Consortium Five
Year Plan 2016-2020
University of Kansas Community Tool Box, 2016

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographics illustrate the causes and conditions of poverty in the community. Listed below are
various demographic datasets that typify the counties of Jefferson and Franklin. Additional
demographic datasets can be found within each pillar that further illustrate the nature of the community.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population
Age
Gender
Race
Poverty by Race/Age/Gender
Poverty Rate Change
Child Poverty Rate
Violent Crimes
Domestic Violence

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Population
Population change within the report area from 2000-2015 is shown below. During the fourteen-year period, total population
estimates for the report area grew by 10.79 %, increasing from 291,906 persons in 2000 to 323,405 persons in 2015.

Report Area

Total
Population
2015 ACS

Population
Percent
Total
Change from Change from
Population,
2000-2015
2000-2015
2000 Census Census/ACS Census/ACS

Report Area

323,405

291,906

31,499

10.79%

Franklin County, MO

101,828

93,807

8,021

8.55%

Jefferson County, MO

221,577

198,099

23,478

11.85%

6,045,448

5,595,211

450,237

8.05%

Missouri

Data Source: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey

Age/Gender
Population by a g e / gender within the report area is shown below. According to ACS 2011-2015 5 year population estimates for the report
area, the female population comprised 50.51% of the report area, while the male population represented 49.49%

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Race
Population by race within the report area is shown below. According to ACS 2011-2015 5 year population estimates, the white population comprised
96.64% of the report area, black population represented 1%, and other races combined were 2.36%. Persons identifying themselves
as mixed race made up 1.43% of the population.

Poverty by Race Group; Missouri

Towncharts.com

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Poverty by Race Group; Jefferson County

Towncharts.com

Poverty by Race Group; Franklin County

Towncharts.com

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Poverty by Age Group; Missouri

Towncharts.com

Poverty by Age Group; Jefferson

Towncharts.com

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Poverty by Age Group; Franklin

Towncharts.com

Poverty by Gender
10.00%
9.00%
8.00%
7.00%
6.00%
5.00%
4.00%

Male

3.00%

Female

2.00%
1.00%
0.00%
Below Poverty
Below Poverty
Below Poverty
Below Poverty
Level in the Past 12Level in the Past 12 Level in the Past 12 Level in the Past 12
Months; United Months; Missouri Months; Franklin Months; Jefferson
States
County
County

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Poverty Rate Change
Poverty rate change in the report area from 2000 to 2015 is shown below. According to the U.S. Census, the poverty rate for
the area increased by 4.09%, compared to a national increase of 3.4%.

Report
Area

Persons in
Poverty
2000

Poverty
Rate
2000

Persons in
Poverty
2015

Poverty
Rate
2015

Change in
Poverty Rate
20002015

Report Area

19,811

6.7%

34,701

10.78%

4.09%

Franklin
County, MO

6,526

6.9%

11,480

11.4%

4.5%

Jefferson
County, MO

13,285

6.6%

23,221

10.5%

3.9%

1,162,419

10.58%

1,751,404

14.81%

4.23%

Missouri

Data Source: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey

Child Poverty Rates
Population and poverty estimates for children age 0-5 are shown for the report area. According to the American
Community Survey 5 year data, an average of 17.8% percent of children lived in a state of poverty during the survey
calendar year. The poverty rate for children living in the report area is less than the national average of
24.3% percent

Report Area

Ages 0-5
Total Population

Report Area

Ages 0-5
In Poverty

Ages 0-5
Poverty Rate

24,648

4,398

17.8%

Franklin County, MO

7,665

1,471

19.2%

Jefferson County, MO

16,983

2,927

17.2%

446,091

113,339

25.4%

Missouri

Data Source: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey

.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Violent Crimes

Domestic Violence

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Pillar of Poverty: Food
Pillar

Food

Symptom
(What
presents?)
Obesity
Diabetes
Heart Disease

Barrier/Obstacles

Obtaining
Nutritious Food
Time and Effort
Required

Risk Factor
(Root
Cause/Underlying
Issue)
Lack of Income
High cost of nutritious
food

Hypertension

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation

National
Quantitative Data

Missouri
Quantitative
Data

Community
Data

13.17% receive
SNAP

13.49%
receive SNAP

11.7% receive
SNAP

48.1% are eligible
for free/reduced
lunch

49.41% are
eligible for
free/reduced
lunch

38.10% are eligible
for free/reduced
lunch

14.91% are food
insecure

16.8% are
food insecure

13.37% are food
insecure

28% are obese

31 % are
obese

30% are obese

9.3% have
diabetes

11.5% have
diabetes

8.5% have diabetes

10.75% participate
in WIC

10.81%
participate in
WIC

11.36% participate
in WIC

428.4 per 100,000
died of
cardiovascular
disease

486 per
100,000 died
of
cardiovascular
disease

609.0 per 100,000
died of
cardiovascular
disease
(Jefferson/Franklin
average)

219.8 per 100,000
died of
hypertension

176.6 per
100,000 died
of
hypertension

236.1 per 100,000
died of hypertension

8,268 Farmer’s
Markets/ 3,555
accept SNAP

292 Farmer’s
Markets/ 63
accept SNAP

15 Farmer’s
Markets/2 accept
SNAP

25

Agency’s Data

136 Head Start
children
received SNAP
(PIR, 2016)
Average of
2766 customers
served in WIC
per month
(Jefferson
County)

Qualitative
Data
Lack enough
income for
nutritious
food
Believe the
cost of
nutritious
food is too
high
Lack the
time to
prepare
nutritious
Believe they
need
education on
how to
prepare
nutritious
food,
determining
portion sizes,
and meeting
special
dietary
needs.
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According to the American Community Survey (ACS), a total of 14,309 Households in the community (or 11.7%) received
SNAP during 2015. This percentage falls both the state and national average. The average monthly SNAP payment per
Household was $280 (Franklin) and $276 (Jefferson), which was slightly above the state average of $260. The survey
showed there were 6,588 households below the poverty level that were not receiving SNAP benefits. The agency plans
to further investigate the underlying factors and determine if there are measures that can be taken to reduce the number
of households not participating in SNAP.

Report Area
Report Area

Households
Receiving
SNAP
Total

Households
Receiving
SNAP Percent

Households
Households
Households
Not Receiving
Receiving
Receiving
SNAP
SNAP Income SNAP Income
Below Poverty Above Poverty
Total

Households
Not Receiving
SNAP Percent

Households
Households
Not Receiving Not Receiving
SNAP Income SNAP Income
Below Poverty Above Poverty

14,309

11.7%

6,674

7,635

107,596

88.3%

6,588

101,008

Franklin County, MO

4,648

11.64%

2,247

2,401

35,267

88.36%

2,474

32,793

Jefferson County, MO

9,661

11.78%

4,427

5,234

72,329

88.22%

4,114

68,215

319,109

13.49%

172,747

146,362

2,045,579

86.51%

179,793

1,865,786

15,399,651

13.17%

7,892,966

7,506,685

101,526,654

86.83%

8,918,629

92,608,025

Missouri
United States

Data Source: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey. 2011-15. Source geography: County

In October 2016, the MO Department of Education released statistics showing that in Jefferson and Franklin Counties, of
the 53,489 students enrolled in the public school systems, an average of 38.1% participated in free or reduced lunches.
Both counties individually ranked below the state average of 49.41% as well as the national average of 48.1%.
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Women, Infant & Children’s (WIC) eligibility in the community is higher than the national and state averages. In the
community, 11.36% are eligible for WIC, while the state average eligibility is 10.81% and the national is 10.75%. With
WIC’s intent being to provide and ensure proper nutrition for poor mothers and children, it is assumed from this data the
community has a higher than average need for access to healthy food.

Similarly, the overall community rates for food insecurity are better than the state and national average. The rate for the
community is 13.37%, while 16.8% of Missourians are food insecure and 14.91% of the nation is food insecure.
According to Community Commons, there was over 5,033,639 lbs. of food distributed to the two county area, including
USDA commodity foods. The community has a total of 15 Farmer’s Markets, compared to the 292 in the state. The nation
has a total of 8,268. However, only 3,555 of these 8,268 accept SNAP. Only two of the 15 Farmer’s Markets in the
Jefferson/Franklin community accepts SNAP. It is assumed from this data that, in general, access to food is not a barrier
in the community, but that access to healthy food is the barrier.
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While both Franklin and Jefferson Counties are below the state and national averages regarding food insecurity, SNAP
participation, and the Free or reduced lunch program, the community feels that they face challenges to healthy eating.
According to the qualitative data, participants surveyed reported the top three challenges they face to eating healthy
were: lack of income for nutritious food (83.39%), cost of healthy foods (80.51%) and time and effort to prepare healthy
foods (50.18%). Education on how to prepare healthy foods, reading labels, determining portion sizes and meeting
special dietary needs came in fourth at 19.86%. See Appendix B.

Adult obesity is a concern in Franklin and Jefferson counties. The obesity rates in the community rank above the national
average and only slightly below than the state average. This is especially alarming since Missouri ranked 10th in the
nation in 2015 in having the highest obesity rates. Missouri also ranked 17th with the highest Type 2 Diabetes rates, with
both counties having only slightly lower rates than the state and national averages. According to the CDC in 2013, there
were 600 new reported cases of diagnosed diabetes in Franklin County and 1,351 new cases in Jefferson County. In
addition, Missouri is ranked 9th in the nation regarding the lowest fruit and vegetable consumption.
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Data Source: CDC
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Data Source: CDC

The CDC reported in 2013-2015 the death rate for cardiovascular disease per 100,000 people in Franklin County was
596.8 and 621.6 in Jefferson County. These numbers are well above the state average of 486 in Missouri and 428.4
nationally. Research supports a diet that lacks healthy, nutritious foods can lead to cardiovascular disease. This
information leads the agency to believe that increasing access and education around healthy eating is imperative for the
community.

Data Source: CDC
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Data Source: CDC

According to the CDC, the hypertension death rate for both counties was far above the state and national averages as
well. Research also supports that a diet lacking proper nutrition is a factor in the development of hypertension.

Data Source: CDC
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Data Source: CDC

According to the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and
hypertension were listed in the top five causes of death in each county.

Data Source: Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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While the agency realizes there are several risk factors that contribute to these diseases (additional factors will be
discussed in the health section), nutrition certainly plays a significant role.
According to the American Diabetes Association, in 2010, poverty rates and diabetes were reviewed across 3,139
counties in the US. They found that Americans who live in the most poverty dense counties were the most prone to
obesity. Another article from diabetesincontrol.com stated that living in poverty can double or even triple the likelihood of
developing Type 2 Diabetes. The findings are even more striking for women in the lowest income category, which is
more than triple that of women in the highest income category. For both datasets, several contributing factors have been
cited, such as: lack of access to healthy foods, lack of knowledge in nutrition/preparation/shopping, stress and isolation,
lack of physical activity, and the cost of healthcare and equipment. This information aligns with the quantitative data for
Jefferson and Franklin Counties, as well as with the qualitative data that was gathered from the community.

Assumptions:
Although the community of Jefferson and Franklin Counties is not food insecure, the information presented in the above
narrative leads the agency to believe that the community is healthy food insecure. It is assumed that the lack of access to
healthy foods is a root cause of many of the health issues discussed. This leads the agency to believe it must
strategically plan around nutrition; specifically in the following areas: access to healthy foods, education on obtaining and
preparing healthy foods, and the promotion of healthy lifestyle choices. Based on the data, at this time, this is a
Family/Individual level need.
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Pillar of Poverty: Health
Pillar

Symptom
(What
presents?)

Health

Health issues

Including:

Increased ER
visits

Physical

Barrier/Obstacles

Risk Factor
(Root
Cause/Underlying
Issue)

Lack of access to
clinical care

Shortage of
providers (especially
those that accept
Medicaid)

Lack of health
insurance

Lack of income
Dental
Vision
Mental
Health
Substance
Abuse

Lack of
preventative
measures
(including
preventative care
and healthy
habits)
Community
Awareness

National
Quantitative
Data

Missouri
Quantitative Data

Community
Data

70.4 million
enrolled in
Medicaid

1,125,683
enrolled in
Medicaid

44,383
enrolled in
Medicaid

48.849 million
enrolled in
Medicare

2,274,839
enrolled in
Medicare

58,007
enrolled in
Medicare

9.21% of the
population is
uninsured

9.5% of the
population is
uninsured

9.37% of the
population
(11.2% for
Franklin and
10.8% for
Jefferson) are
uninsured

High cost
Education pertaining
to how to access
services; healthy
lifestyle choices;
understanding the
importance of
preventative care

Women’s
Health

See chart in
narrative for
medical
professional
ratio

Health
Professional
Shortage Area.
See Chart in
narrative

1,831 total
medical
institutions

59 total
medical
institutions

57,000 annual
preventable
hospital stays
(Medicare)

72,000 annual
preventable
hospital stays
(Medicare)

19.01 births per
1,000 teen

30.34 births per
1,000 teens

66.54 births
per 1,000
teens (41.19 in
Franklin and
25.35 in
Jefferson)

.07% low
birthweight
births

8.2% % low
birthweight births

7.62% low
birthweight
births

22% physically
inactive

25% physically
inactive

27% in
Jefferson and
31% in
Franklin
physically
inactive

28% Obese

31% obese

30% obese

72,892 total
medical
institutions

50 ,000 annual
preventable
hospital stays
(Medicare)
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Agency’s Data

59% of
Community
Service
customers
have some
type of health
insurance
(2017 Section
G Report )

41% of
Community
Service
customers do
not have some
type of health
insurance
(2017 Section
G Report)
9% of WIC
customers
(infants) are
low
birthweight
and 6.19% of
children
(Jefferson
County)

Qualitative
Data

Lack of income
High costs
Lack of reliable
transportation
Lack of access to
services
Lack of health
services, in
general
Lack of
education on
how to access
services
Lack of
understating on
the importance
of accessing
services
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In the community, there are 44,383 people receiving MO Healthnet (Medicaid) benefits. Statewide there are 1,125,683
on the MO Healthnet (Medicaid) program.

There are 45,553 people in the community over 65 who receive Medicare and 12,455 with a disability receiving Medicare,
for a total of 58,007 in Jefferson and Franklin counties combined.

Franklin and Jefferson counties each have a higher percentage of uninsured persons than Missouri and the United
States. The percentage of uninsured persons in Franklin County is 11.2%, which is higher than Jefferson County, which
is 10.8%. This data aligns with the qualitative data collected for this assessment, which indicates two barriers that could
contribute to the higher rate of uninsured persons. First, community members believe the cost of accessing healthcare,
such as co-pays, insurance premiums, deductibles, and sliding scale-fees is too high. Second, community members
believe there is a general lack of access to insurance, such as difficulty in obtaining/completing an application and long
waiting during periods of enrollment. Refer to Appendix B for qualitative data results.
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It ought to be noted that the chart below indicates the total report area of Jefferson and Franklin Counties has a lower
percentage of uninsured persons when totaled together. However, individually each county is above the state and
national averages for percent uninsured.

Both Jefferson and Franklin Counties were declared a Health Professional Shortage Area (HPSA) by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services in 2015. Each county has far fewer providers per capita than the state of
Missouri and the United States. This shortage encompasses primary care, dental/oral care, and mental health services
(County Health Rankings, 2014). This data aligns with the qualitative data collected which indicates community members
believe there is a lack of access to clinics, hospitals, and doctors. Refer to Appendix B
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Following are the ratio of people to healthcare professionals in Franklin and Jefferson Counties compared to the rankings
in Missouri and the United States:
Healthcare
Provider Type
Physician
Dentist
Mental Health

Franklin County Ratio

Jefferson County Ratio

Missouri State Ratio

United States Ratio

1450: 1
2370:1
1120:1

4340:1
3180:1
1270:1

1420:1
1870:1
600:1

1040:1
1340:1
370:1

(County Health Rankings, 2014)

To add to the healthcare professional shortage issue, there are also a limited number of providers that accept MO
Healthnet or Medicare in Jefferson and Franklin Counties. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, there were only 59 active Medicare and Medicaid Institutional service providers in Jefferson and Franklin
Counties, as compared to the 101,390 MO Healthnet and Medicare recipients in the two-county area. This amounts to
1,718 patients per medical professional. The below chart further depicts the communities’ shortage of medical
professionals.

It also must be noted that Jefferson County was higher than the national and state averages in preventable hospital
stays. Per the Center for Disease Control (CDC), a preventable hospital stay is a hospital stay for an acute illness, such
as dehydration, or a worsening chronic condition, such as diabetes, that might not have required hospitalization had
these conditions been managed successfully by a primary care physician (https://www.cdc.gov). It can be assumed this
data occurred as a result of Jefferson County having a higher than state and national average for uninsured persons, as
people who are uninsured are more likely to not access primary or preventative care.
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According to the US Census Bureau, ACS 2011-15, the community has a high rate of teen births. For every 1,000 teens,
in the state of Missouri there are 30.34 births, and in the United States there are 19.01 births. Comparatively, per 1,000
teens in Jefferson County, there are 25.35 births and 41.19 in Franklin County. Each of the county’s data far exceeds the
state and national averages. This data is unexpected data, which requires further examination. No assumptions can be
made at this time.

According to the MO Department of Health and Senior services, the community’s overall percentage of infants with low
birth weight is at 7.62%, which is below the state average of 8.2 %. Though the community’s data does not exceed the
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state benchmark, this is a dataset that warrants observation, especially when this dataset is compared to the low number
of medical providers found in the community. It can be assumed that if a woman cannot access timely prenatal care, the
infant could experience low-birth weight.

Physical inactivity rates for Franklin and Jefferson Counties are higher than the state and national averages, according to
MO Department of Health and Senior Services. In comparison, 30% of the residents in both Jefferson and Franklin
Counties are considered obese, which means having a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 30 or greater. It can be assumed the
physical inactivity rates can be a contributing factor to the community’s obesity rates and corresponding health issues.
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Assumptions:
From the data mined for this section, multiple needs have been identified, each with a different level of need.
While the qualitative data suggests that individuals and families would benefit from initiatives addressing how to access
health services in the community, the quantitative data leads the agency to believe that the greater strategic priority is the
need to develop more resources within the community for individuals and families to access, namely medical
professionals. Based on the data, at this time, this is a Community Level need.
That does not disqualify the need for initiatives from which individuals and families would benefit; community members
experience many health related issues that require intervention, such as education. As mentioned in the Food Pillar
Section, Adult obesity, Type 2 Diabetes and Heart Disease are health concerns in the community and poor nutrition and
physical inactivity are health risk factors. Based on the data, at this time, this is a Family/Individual Level need.
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Pillar of Poverty: Education
Pillar

Education

Symptom
(What
presents?)

Barrier/Obstacles

Early childhood
literacy

Obtaining Books
(pertaining to
research stating
low income have
fewer books in the
home) and lack of
understanding the
importance

Not Continuing
education past
high school
Enrollment/
Absenteeism in
early childhood
education
programs (Head
Start)

Risk Factor
(Root
Cause/Underlying
Issue)
Income
Cost

National
Quantitative
Data

Missouri
Quantitative
Data

Community
Data

47.6% Early
childhood
enrollment rate

44.9% Early
childhood
enrollment rate

28.55% Early
Childhood
enrollment Rate

Head Start
enrollment is
422 children

(27.5% in Franklin
County & 29.6% in
Jefferson County)

Early Head
Start
enrollment is
154 children

Education

Lack of knowledge
or post high school
options (e.g.
college vs. trade
school) and access
financial aid
Lack of knowledge
of programs
available,
transportation
issues, housing
instability, etc.

83% in-home
literacy rate

91.1% school
attendance rate

5.9% high school
dropout rate

Could not be
mined

14.64% illiteracy
rate
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61% in-home
literacy rate

95.0% school
attendance rate

2.10% high
school dropout
rate

11.59% do not
have a high
school diploma

7% illiteracy rate

Could not be
mined
95.5% attendance
rate
(95.1% for
Jefferson County &
95.9% for Franklin
County
4.4% (high)-.5%
(low) high school
dropout rate
12.93% do not
have a high school
diploma
(13.42% in
Franklin and
12.43% in
Jefferson)
5.86% illiteracy
rate
(6% Jefferson &
6% Franklin)

Agency’s
Data

85.32%
average
daily
attendance
rate in Head
Start (PIR,
2016)
85.07%
average
daily
attendance
rate in Early
Head Start
(PIR, 2016)

Qualitative
Data
Parental
Guidance
Bullying/Prob
lems at
school
Problems at
Home
Students feel
inferior/lack
adequate
clothes or
supplies
Substance
Abuse
Teen
Pregnancy
Cost/Access
to Financial
Aid
Students
have to work
to help
support
families/lack
opportunity
to continue
education
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According to the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE), a total of 9,728 students with
disabilities received special education services in the community in March 2017. The agency’s Head Start program is
currently serving forty-seven (47) children with disabilities, out of a current enrollment of 443 (10.6%). This dataset
reinforces that the community has an above average number of children with disabilities. The majority of these children
have not been identified and diagnosed until between the ages of kindergarten to 21 years of age. This data supports the
agency’s belief that stronger community partnerships with school districts and the state’s early intervention provider, First
Steps, is a priority as early intervention and academic support is key to positive child outcomes for all children.

Following are three charts which report JFCAC Head Start child outcome data for language and literacy from the 20162017 program term:
Language and Literacy Domain
Goal: Children will understand and use language to communicate their thoughts and ideas to adult caregivers and child peers through gestures,
words, and emergent writing.
Objective 1: All children will show a 1.4 COR/2.9 DRDP average gain over the school year in the area of phonological awareness and alphabet
knowledge.
Agency/Center
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Gain P1-P2
Gain P2-P3
Gain P1-P3
Agency
2.16
2.81
3.59
.65
.78
1.43
Desoto
2.76
3.23
3.79
.47
.56
1.03
Fenton
3.10
3.46
4.44
.36
.98
1.34
Northwest
1.5
2.57
4.49
1.07
1.92
2.99
St Clair
2.55
2.82
3.2
.27
.38
.65
Gray Summit
1.6
2.15
3.18
.55
1.03
1.58
Union
2.59
3.32
3.67
.73
.35
1.08
Hematite
2.16
2.89
3.05
.73
.16
.89
Windsor
2.15
3.17
3.71
1.02
.54
1.56
Home Based
1.60
1.94
2.15
.34
.21
.55
Sullivan
5.86
6.5
7.6
.66
1.1
1.76
Washington
7
7.88
8.1
.88
.22
1.1
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Language and Literacy Domain
Goal: Children will understand and use language to communicate their thoughts and ideas to adult caregivers and child peers through gestures,
words, and emergent writing.
Objective 2: All children will show a 1.4 COR/2.9 DRDP average gain over the school year in the area of reading and writing.
Agency/Center
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Gain P1-P2
Gain P2-P3
Gain P1-P3
Agency
2.37
3.05
3.70
.68
.65
1.33
Desoto
3.04
3.56
4.05
.52
.49
1.01
Fenton
2.25
3.52
4.34
1.27
.82
2.09
Northwest
2.08
3.04
5.5
.96
2.46
3.42
St Clair
2.75
3.18
3.39
1.05
.21
1.26
Gray Summit
1.99
2.36
2.45
.37
.09
.46
Union
2.83
3.63
3.97
.8
.34
1.14
Hematite
2.70
2.98
3.23
.28
.25
.53
Windsor
2.24
3.16
3.22
.92
.06
.98
Home Based
1.76
2.20
2.38
.44
.18
.62
Sullivan
6.02
6.59
7.52
.57
.93
1.5
Washington
7.17
8.17
8.47
1
.3
1.3
Language and Literacy Domain
Goal: Children will understand and use language to communicate their thoughts and ideas to adult caregivers and child peers through gestures,
words, and emergent writing.
Objective 3: All children will show a 1.7 COR/2.9 DRDP average gain over the school year in the area of speech and language development.
Agency/Center
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Gain P1-P2
Gain P2-P3
Gain P1-P3
Agency
2.51
3.16
4.1
.65
.5
1.15
Desoto
2.63
3.55
4.32
.92
.77
1.69
Fenton
3.15
3.99
5.38
.84
1.39
2.23
Northwest
1.97
3.38
6.5
1.41
3.12
4.53
St Clair
2.83
3.47
3.97
.64
.5
1.14
Gray Summit
1.77
2.22
2.59
.45
.37
.82
Union
3.03
3.43
4.08
.4
.65
1.05
Hematite
2.77
3.29
3.47
.52
.18
.7
Windsor
2.82
3.36
4.04
.54
.68
1.22
Home Based
2.01
1.98
2.6
.03
.62
.65
Sullivan
5.72
7.15
7.86
1.43
.71
2.14
Washington
7.44
8.25
8.3
.81
.05
.86

Both Jefferson and Franklin Counties have low enrollment rates in early childhood education (ECE) when compared to
Missouri and the United States. Early childhood education is defined as the percentage of three- and four year olds
enrolled in preschool (public or private). According to Prosperity Now, (scorecard.prosperitynow.org/methodology)
Franklin County has a 27.5% early childhood enrollment rate and Jefferson County’s is 29.6%. These figures are low
when compared to the United States’ average of 47.6% and Missouri’s 44.9% enrollment rate. This data leads the
agency to believe that strategic planning around increasing early childhood education options is imperative.
The low enrollment in early childhood programs is especially alarming when compared to data regarding in-home literacy
activities of young children. According to the National Center for Education Statistics, in 2012, 83% of children ages 3-5 in
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the United States were read to by a family member three or more times per week. This dataset is much lower for
Missouri. According to Kids Count (2011-2012), 13% of Missouri households, who had children under the age of six,
reported to read to them less than 3 days per week. Children’s Literacy Foundation reports that 61% of low income
families do not have age-appropriate books in their homes. In-home literacy activity data specific to Jefferson and
Franklin Counties could not be mined, but the Head Start Child Outcomes Report, 2016 in the areas of language and
literacy support the need to place a significant emphasis on early literacy education, support, and resources for families
of young children.
The above datasets, coupled with low enrollment in early childhood education programs, leads the agency to believe that
early childhood literacy could be an issue in the community. Creating initiatives aimed at increasing in-home literacy rates
warrant exploration.

The children of Jefferson and Franklin Counties attend 26 school districts, with a total of five districts located outside the
community boundaries. According to the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE), attendance rates
range from the highest district rating of 97.5% (Strain Japan R-XVI) to the lowest attendance of 92.4% (Dunklin R-V
grades 9-12). While the statistics indicate that the majority of students are regularly attending school, for those students
not regularly attending school, qualitative data has been collected. This data indicates the following as potential barriers
impeding regular attendance: lack of parental guidance, bullying issues, problems at home, and/or students feeling
inferior due to lack of appropriate attire/school supplies. This information leads the agency to believe the qualitative data
warrants further investigation, particularly because the attendance barriers referenced can also serve as barriers leading
to students dropping out of school and/or not continuing to higher education.

National Benchmark:
National Benchmark

2014

Total Attendance Rate

92.55

Attendance Rate K-8

94.0

Attendance Rate 9-12

91.1

(nces.ed.gov)
Benchmark/Missouri Overall: (all sourced from dese.mo.gov)

State Benchmark:
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Jefferson County Districts:
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Franklin County Districts:
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Out of Community Districts:

www.dese.mo.gov
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According to the National Center for Education Statistics, the national high school drop-out rate in 2015 was 5.9%. Per
DESE, the average drop-out rate in 2016 for the state of Missouri was 2.10%; while for the community, the range varied
from the high dropout rate of 4.4% (Union R-XI) to the low rate of .5% (DeSoto). It must be noted, the schools listed with
a 0% dropout rate on the community high school dropout rate chart are believed to not be high schools.
This data suggests there are high schools in the community with noteworthy drop-out rates. Some districts are faring
much better than both the national and state average, while others are only faring better than the national average. That
said, as reflected in the qualitative data, the community believes barriers to graduation exist, and those barriers include:
bullying, lack of parental guidance, substance abuse, teen pregnancy, and students feeling inferior due to lack of
appropriate attire/supplies. This is unexpected data, which requires further examination.

MISSOURI

2016

Total Dropout Rate 9-12 (%)

2.10

www.dese.mo.gov
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Based on the data for the drop-out rates, it is not surprising that the high school graduation rates in the community have
steadily improved since 2013, per kidscount.org. In 2016, Jefferson County had a graduation rate of 94.3%, while
Franklin County had a rate of 91.3%. As a benchmark, the state of Missouri had an average of 91.5%, while the National
Center for Education Statistics, as of April 2017, reported the United States had a graduation rate of 83%. This
information leads the agency to assume that the issue of graduation rates should not be a strategic priority for the agency
at this time.
However, despite the community’s improved graduation rates, data from the US Census Bureau (ACS, 2015), indicates
both counties have a higher percentage of people without high school diplomas compared to Missouri’s average of
11.59%. Franklin County’s average is 13.42%, while Jefferson County’s average is 12.43%. It should be noted the
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national rate of people without a high school diploma could not be mined. Based on this information, it is assumed the
older generations in the community are lacking a high school diploma. Due to the potential employment barriers in
relation to not having a high school diploma, coupled with the qualitative data indicating a lack of adequate income is a
top barrier for each of the pillars of poverty, the agency believes this warrants further examination.

High school graduation rates:
2013

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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It is worth noting while the community has a higher average of people without a high school diploma, according to the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the adult illiteracy rate for the community is lower than the state, and
much lower, than the national averages. The adult illiteracy rate for the community is 5.86%, while Missouri’s average
rate is 7%, and the US average rate is 14.64%. No qualitative was collected regarding adult literacy rates, so it is
assumed the community does not believe adult literacy to be an issue. Based on this data, the agency does not consider
adult literacy to be a pressing need in the community.

For those in the community seeking to improve their education there are three institutions of higher education in Franklin
County (East Central College, Central Methodist University, Satellite Campus, and Missouri Baptist University’s Regional
Learning Center); and two in Jefferson County (Jefferson College and Missouri Baptist University’s Regional Learning
Centers). It is assumed the NCES chart below failed to recognize Missouri Baptists’ presence in Jefferson County.
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Although the community has opportunities readily available for higher learning, the qualitative and quantitative data
suggests these institutions do not satisfy all the needs of the community. The US Census Bureau (ACS Profile 20112015) indicates that Franklin and Jefferson Counties both have a lower number of Bachelor’s Degrees and
Graduate/Professional Degrees than both the state and national averages. This aligns with the qualitative data collected
which indicates the community believes higher education is difficult to access. Community members reported the top
challenges to improving their education are: they do not have enough income to access higher education (that a choice
must be made between living expenses and education), that the general costs of higher education are a barrier, and that
community members do not have the life skills, such as knowing how to apply for school/financial aid, knowing
educational options (such as dual degree programs in which a bachelor and master’s degree can be obtained at the
same time), or knowing how to choose a career path, to pursue higher education. Additionally, community members
believe there is a lack of knowledge about post-high school continuing education options such as trade schools,
professional certifications, and certificates for those not seeking degrees.
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Assumptions:
From the data collected for this section, multiple Individual/Family level needs have been identified. The data suggests
the community falls below average in the area of in-home literacy, as well as, in accessing early childhood education. On
the other end of the spectrum, the data collected indicates the community falls below average in accessing higher
education. This leads the agency to believe it must strategically plan around increasing access to early childhood
education, as well as, post-secondary education.
.
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Pillar of Poverty: Energy & Housing
Pillar

Energy &
Housing

Symptom
(What
presents?)

Barrier/
Obstacles

Homelessness

Lack of safe
& affordable
housing

Including:
Lack of Housing

Frequently
moving from
place to place

Environmental
Health (Housing
related
illnesses)

Asthma &
other chronic
respiratory
issues

Energy Costs

Frequent ER
visits

Homelessness
including youth
homelessness

Frequent
Disconnection
notices or
disruption of
services

High energy
costs

Risk Factor
(Root
Cause/Underlying
Issue)

Housing shortage in
both counties

Substandard housing
conditions
Lack of income
High costs (deposits,
down payments,
utilities, fees)
Education (how to
obtain housing
including budgeting,
establishing credit, and
saving for housing
goals)

Employment
instability

National
Quantitative
Data

Missouri
Quantitative
Data

Community
Data

1.3 million
homeless youth

25,021
homeless youth

1549 homeless
youth

Vacant rental units:
2.67%

Vacant rental
units: 2.51%

Vacant rental
units: 1.83%

Median Housing
Cost: $1,084

Median Housing
Cost: $883

Median Housing
Cost: $944.50
($878 in Franklin
and $1,011 in
Jefferson)

Rent Paid >50% of
household income:
24.59%

9% of housing
stock is qualified
as having severe
problems

6.4% of housing
stock is mobile
homes

9 micrograms per
cubic meter of
particulate matter
found in air

7.6% Adult Asthma
rate
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Rent Paid >50%
of household
income: 22.48%

15% of housing
stock is
qualified as
having severe
problems

6.3% of housing
stock is mobile
homes

Rent Paid >50%
of household
income: 18.98%

13% of housing
stock is qualified
as having severe
problems (12% in
Jefferson and
14% in Franklin)

10.4% of housing
stock is mobile
homes (11.2% in
Jefferson County
and 9.6 in
Franklin County)

10 micrograms
per cubic meter
of particulate
matter found in
air

11 micrograms
per cubic meter
of particulate
matter found in
air

8% Adult
Asthma rate

9.7% Adult
Asthma rate (9.6
for Franklin and
9.8 for Jefferson)

Agency’s
Data
Head Start had
26 homeless
children in 2016
(PIR, 2016)
Community
Services had 1
homeless
person (2017
Section G
Report )
Missouri
Housing
Development
Commission
had 15
homeless
families
1700
households
received
Emergency
Crisis Funding
for utilities
From
2013-2017
JFCAC WAP
provided
services for 164
Manufactured
Homes;
170 Site Built
Homes;
13 Multi-Family
Homes; and 49
total Rentals

Qualitative
Data
Lack of
income
Initial costs
(deposits,
connection
fees, first/last
month’s rent)
Lack of safe
and affordable
housing
Lack of life
skills (e.g. how
to apply for
rentals,
purchase
home,
establish
credit)
Lack of
housing close
to community
resources
High energy
costs

1429 received
Summer Crisis
Funding for
utilities
8 households
received
furnace repair/
Replacement
32 or 8% of
children
enrolled in
Head Start in
2016 were
diagnosed with
Asthma (PIR,
2016)
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Per the qualitative data collected by the agency, the community members surveyed recognized there are homeless
people in the community. According to the 2016 Missouri Balance of State Sheltered and Unsheltered Point-in-Time
Count of Homelessness, Jefferson and Franklin Counties are part of Region One, which is ranked 4th out of 10 regions in
the highest total number of homeless individuals and households. Franklin County had a count of 5 homeless persons
and Jefferson County had 25. As these numbers are from a point-in-time count, and it is very difficult to locate all of the
homeless people in the community, the agency assumes these numbers may be even higher.
Additional qualitative data collected shows that while the community recognizes there are homeless persons in the
community, very few surveyed reported to know a homeless youth. However, according to the Missouri Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE), the number of homeless children and youth in both counties is on the rise.
Since 2009-2010, the number has almost doubled in Franklin County, while in Jefferson County the number is more than
6 times what it was in 2009-2010. Both counties have recently developed initiatives to address youth homelessness,
which is an acknowledgment of the emerging issue; however, the agency believes this is a community level need that
should be a strategic priority.

Through the qualitative data collected from the community, the top housing barriers are: lack of income, initial costs (such
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as deposits, first and last month’s rent, down payments on homes, moving expenses, utility connection fees, etc.) lack of
safe affordable housing, life skills (e.g. how to apply for rentals, purchase homes, budget/save for housing costs,
establish credit, etc.), and lack of housing close to community resources. This aligns with national data which suggests
housing barriers can be grouped into four main categories: housing quality, systems barriers, needs barriers, and
economic security (Christensen, S., Meyer, J., & Picket, J. (2013). Barriers to Safe and Affordable Housing).
The US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (ACS) reported, in the community the largest number of dwellings
are owner occupied, which is consistent with state and national data. From this data, the agency assumes the community
has a low-rental stock. Both Franklin and Jefferson counties show a smaller number of vacant units in comparison to the
national and state data. This data is particularly impactful to low-income persons who are often unable to purchase a unit.
Based on this data, increasing the housing stock for those persons who cannot purchase a unit needs to be addressed.
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The community’s rates for vacant rental units averages to be 1.83% (Franklin averages 1.97% while Jefferson averages
1.7%). This average is lower than the Missouri average, which is 2.51% and the national average which is 2.67%. For
low-income persons, renting is often the only option, and a low rental stock is particular harmful to this population. This
data suggests to the agency that strategically planning to increase the rental unit stock within the community is
imperative.

Since the majority of the community’s homes are owner occupied dwellings, it is important to examine cost. Jefferson
County’s median cost is $1,011, which is higher than Missouri’s median average, but slightly lower than the national
median cost. Adversely, the median cost for Franklin County is more comparable to the Missouri state cost of $883,
which falls greater below the $1,084 national median cost. From this data, the agency can assume more agency
resources will be required to provide housing to a family in Jefferson County as compared to Franklin County, and when
strategically planning around this issue, this cost difference must be considered.
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Both counties are below the state and national percentage of >50% being paid for rental housing. Although the
community is below the state and national percentages, the rent or mortgage cost required of community members is still
a burden. This aligns with the qualitative data collected, which indicates cost as a top barrier to housing.
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However, according to the National Low Income Housing Coalition (2016), in Franklin County, the average renter’s hourly
wage was $11.01; a renter’s hourly wage in Jefferson County was lower at $8.76. To rent a one bedroom unit based on
Fair Market Rent, a renter will need to earn $12.40 an hour to be within the accepted limit of 30% income for housing
costs. On average, renters in our community do not earn enough money to rent a one bedroom unit. This data is
particularly alarming for single parents of multiple children who earn the average renter’s hourly wage. This data aligns
with the qualitative data collected by the agency which indicates community members believe they not only do not earn
enough money to afford a housing unit, but that the housing available in the community is too costly. When strategically
planning around the issue of housing, the agency must be cognizant to determine interventions that offset this wage-torent disparity.
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In addition to the community’s low number of vacant housing units, that are too costly for the average renter to afford, the
community also lacks safe and adequate housing. According to Countyhealthrankings.org, Severe Housing Problems, to
be considered to have a server housing problem, a community must meet the classification of one or more of the
following issues: overcrowding, high housing costs, lack of proper kitchen facilities or inadequate plumbing. In Franklin
County, 14% of the housing stock qualified as having severe housing problems. In Jefferson County, 12% met this
classification. Both of these percentages are above the national average of 9%, and only slightly below Missouri’s
average of 15% (which includes very dilapidated areas in St. Louis and very rural areas). This data aligns with the
qualitative data collected by the agency, which indicates the community believes there is a lack of safe options, which are
affordable. It was remarked at a community forum that “if you want to live there, you probably cannot afford, and if you
can afford, you probably do not want to live there.” The agency believes it is imperative to develop/engage in initiatives
that will increase the stock of affordable housing which is decent and sanitary.
It is important to also consider the type of units found within the community. In Franklin County, 9.6% of all units are
mobile homes, compared to Missouri’s average of 6.3% and the national average of 6.4%. Jefferson County has an even
higher number of mobile homes at 11.2%. To the agency, this dataset is noteworthy because the value of a mobile home
depreciates over time, which is the opposite of most single-frame home. An owner of a single-frame can often expect to
build equity in a home, but this is often untrue for mobile home owners.
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In addition to mobile homes being an inadequate choice financially, mobile homes can also be a poor choice in terms of
health. A Preventative Medicine report (www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles) published data in 2017 indicates a correlation
between housing structures and respiratory issues. People living in mobile homes showed a higher prevalence of
respiratory symptoms and diseases such as wheezing, coughing, asthma, chronic bronchitis, emphysema and COPD.
From this data, the agency assumes that mobile home options are not the best for its customers.
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In addition to costly, poor housing choices, according to the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, the air
quality in both counties is poorer than the state and national average. Both Jefferson and Franklin County’s air measures
at 11 micrograms per cubic meter of particulate matter, which Missouri measures at 10 and the United States measures
at 9.
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The issue of air pollution in the community is particularly noteworthy. According to Missouri Department of Health and
Senior Services’ Asthma State Plan, asthma is a growing problem in the state with over 500,000 Missourians living with
asthma. In the community, 9.1-10.7% of adults have asthma and over 7% of children. This data is also supported by the
agency’s annual Head Start Program Information Report (PIR, 2016) which indicated almost 8% of children enrolled ages
0-5 had a diagnosis of asthma. Per Kids Count in 2014, almost 500 ER visits in Franklin and Jefferson counties were
related to child asthma. From this data, the agency assumes it must strategically plan around interventions to remediate
the effects of air pollution and asthma, as well as be particularly cognizant of this dataset while assisting agency
customers in choosing housing, bearing in mind that mobile home housing is an ill-fit for those suffering from respiratory
conditions.

As shown in Figure 5, in Appendix E, the current age-adjusted asthma prevalence among adults in Missouri varies by
county. Jefferson and Franklin Counties each rank high in asthma prevalence, both of which are categorized in the 9.110.7 prevalence percentage range. This data is significantly higher than the Missouri state prevalence of 8% and national
rate of 7.6%. See Appendix E (pages 1-2).
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Assumptions:
Based on the qualitative and quantitative data the agency has identified housing as a strategic priority with multiple
factors to be addressed on both the family/individual level and the community level.
The agency believes families/ individuals could benefit from educational opportunities regarding how to access housing
opportunities available in the community; understanding tenant/landlord rights and responsibilities; how to save money for
deposits, first/last month’s rent, moving costs, utility costs, and how to become a homeowner, etc. In addition, the
agency believes that individuals/families could benefit from home revitalization initiatives to address environmental health
and safety issues that could potentially improve the residents’ quality of life by eliminating factors contributing to chronic
health issues. In addition the home revitalization initiatives could improve the energy efficiency of the home, thereby
decreasing heating and cooling costs which could lead to significant cost savings.
At the community level, the agency believes that the community needs more housing options that are both safe and
affordable. This potentially includes creating immediate shelter, as wells as, transitional housing and supportive services
for those that are experiencing homelessness.
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Pillar of Poverty: Family & Economic Security
Pillar

Symptom
(What
presents?)

Barrier/
Obstacles

Family &
Economic
Security
Including:

Unemployed

Lack of
accessible
and
affordable
transportati
on

Transportation
Employment
Childcare
After school
care
Parents’
Needs

Unable to
maintain
employment
Unsupervised
children
Low
wages/income

Lack of
affordable
quality
childcare
and after
school care

Risk Factor
(Root
Cause/Underlying
Issue)
Lack of training,
education, professional
certifications
Lack of income
High cost
Lack of livable wage jobs
with benefits and
insurance in close
proximity to their homes
Lack of social support
(social economy/
personal resources)

National
Quantitative
Data
Average
Household
Size:2.64
persons

Average Family
Size: 3.24
persons
5% TANF
participation rate

Data could not be
mined

Average hourly
wage: $23.12

Living wage:
$15.84 per hour
for two adults and
two children

Unemployment
rate: 5.1%

25.5 minute
average
commute time to
work
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Missouri
Quantitative
Data

Community
Data

Average
Household
Size: 2.48
persons

Average
Household Size:
2.61persons
(2.53
Franklin/2.68
Jefferson)

Average
Family Size:
3.07 persons

Average Family
Size: 3.06
persons (3.02
Franklin/3.10
Jefferson)

7.79 recipients
per 1000
persons

20.81% % of
population
receiving SSA
benefits

Average
hourly wage:
$21.95

Living wage:
$13.76 per
hour for two
adults and two
children

Agency’s Data

Qualitative
Data

29% of Community
Service customers
are 1 person
households (2017
Section G Report )

Lack of livable
wage jobs

21% of Community
Service customers
are 2 person
households (2017
Section G Report )

5.14 recipients
per 1000 persons
(6.13 in Franklin
and 4.38 in
Jefferson)

20% of Community
Service customers
are 3 person
households (2017
Section G Report )

21.11% of
population
receiving SSA
benefits (22.75%
Franklin and
20.35%
Jefferson)

30% of Community
Service customers
are 4 or more
person households
(2017 Section G
Report )

Average hourly
wage: $17.45
($18.12 for
Franklin and
$16.77 for
Jefferson)
Living wage:
$13.96 per hour
for two adults and
two children (in
both counties)

Unemploymen
t rate: 4.9%

Unemployment
rate for Franklin:
4.8% and
Jefferson: 4.6%

23 minute
average
commute time
to work

29.5 minute
average
commute time to
work (31 for
Jefferson and 28
for Franklin)

26 Community
Service households
receive TANF
(2017 Section G
Report )

Lack of
childcare
options
Lack of
transportation
options

Lack of income
for childcare
High cost of
childcare
High cost of car
ownership/lack
of income to
own a car
Lack of
personal
transportation
Lack of life skills

85 Head Start
families receive
TANF and/or SII
(PIR, 2016)
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According to the US Census 2010-2015, the average household size in Franklin County is 2.53 persons and the average
household size in Jefferson is 2.68 persons. This is comparable to the state average household size of 2.48 persons and
the national average household size is 2.64 persons.
The average family size is Franklin County 3.02 person and it is 3.10 persons in Jefferson County. This compares to
Missouri’s average family size of 3.07 persons and United States’ average family size of 3.24 persons.
Both datasets lead the agency to assume the community’s household types and family size are comparable to those
state and nationwide.

Franklin
2.53 persons

Average
Household Size
Average Family
3.02 persons
U.S Census 2010-2015

Jefferson
2.68 persons

Missouri
2.48 persons

United States
2.64 persons

3.10 persons

3.07 persons

3.24 persons

The American Community Survey (ACS) reported as of January 2016, the community was below the state average in the
number of Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) recipients. Franklin County had 6.13 recipients per 1,000
persons, and Jefferson County had 4.68 recipients per 1,000 persons. Missouri averaged 7.79 recipients per 1,000
persons receiving TANF. The national TANF participation is 5% (U.S. Census Bureau). Based on this data, the agency
believes the community’s TANF data is unremarkable.
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The ACS and Social Security Administration reported in Franklin County 22.75% of the population received Social
Security Benefits; Jefferson County, 20.35% and in Missouri, 20.81 % of the population received benefits. The average
monthly payment amounts in both counties were slightly higher than the state average. Although the community’s data is
slightly higher than the state benchmark, this data is unexceptional to the agency.

The average hourly and annual wages for the community are lower than both the state and national averages. Franklin
County’s data is $18.12 an hour which totals to be $37,694 annually. Jefferson County’s data is $16.77 an hour, which
totals to be $34,879 annually. The benchmark data is as follows: Missouri’s data is $21.95 hourly, which totals to be
$45,654 annually, and nationally, the average hourly wage is $23.12, which totals to be $48,098.63 (ssa.gov). This data
is remarkable to the agency.

The living wage for the community is slightly higher than the Missouri average. Additionally, the community falls below the
national average, as well. The national living wage for two adults and two children is $15.84 per hour (ssa.gov).
The living wage data, in comparison to the hourly wage data, is remarkable to the agency. The community’s living wage
data, compared to Missouri’s data, indicates one must earn more per hour to live in the community. However, when this
data is compared to the hourly wage date, the community’s residents earn less per hour than the Missouri average. This
quantitative data is consistence with the qualitative data collected by the agency. The community believes the cost of
living is too high and there is a lack of livable wage employment opportunities. From this data, the agency assumes
strategic planning around increasing the stock of living wage jobs is necessary.
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The ACS compared Franklin and Jefferson Counties to the state and national workers by industry. The data indicates
both counties have a higher number of people in the construction and manufacturing fields than the state of Missouri and
the United States. As stated in the Education Pillar, the community is below average in percentage of Bachelor and
Graduate Degreed residents. The agency assumes the higher concentration of workers in these two industries is a byproduct of lower rates of higher education.
Further, the community fell behind the state and national averages in industry categories such as Professional,
Education, Entertainment and Public Administration. Again, it is assumed that this is due in part to the data which
indicates both counties have a lower number of Bachelors and Graduate degrees.
Both aforementioned datasets align with the qualitative data collected from the community which states education is a
barrier to employment; the community believes there is a lack of knowledge pertaining to career pathways and the
corresponding level of job training/education requirements.
These two datasets are notable to the agency. The largest industry in Franklin County is manufacturing, and the average
manufacturing wage in Missouri is $15.69 per hour (U.S. Department of Labor, 2016). This average rate is not too far
above the minimum living wage for the community. The largest industry in Jefferson County is education and the average
education wage $20.11 per hour (U.S. Department of Labor, 2016). This salary is above the minimum living salary, but
these positions often require a Bachelor or Graduate Degree.
The agency believes it is necessary to strategically plan around increasing opportunities for community members to
access education and/or training that correspond to industries other than manufacturing and education, as well
inventorying the current stock of employment opportunities in the community and create initiatives to bring new industries
to the community.
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Based on the Bureau of Labor and Statistics June 2017 report, the unemployment rate in Franklin County was 4.8% and
it was 4.6% in Jefferson County. Both these datasets are below the Missouri rate of 4.9% and the national rate of 5.1%.
The agency believes this data warrants further investigation, as low unemployment rates do not necessarily equate
financial security. Unemployment rates do not take into consideration the underemployed and those who work multiple
jobs and/or low-wage jobs.

Full Time vs. Part Time Employment

Townchart.com
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The Title 1 Workforce and Innovation Opportunity Act for the Jefferson/Franklin Consortium Five Year Plan 2016-2020,
reported that “Jefferson and Franklin Counties have youth and adults who face serious barriers to employment. These
barriers include (but are not limited to): outdated skill set, basic skills deficient, school dropout, public assistance
recipient, offender, physical/mental disabilities, homeless youth and adults, single parent, substance abuse, displaced
homemaker, veteran, youth who have aged out of the foster care system, limited English language proficiency, long term
unemployed, transportation, and child care.”
“An increasing graduation rate is good news for Missouri and our counties, but there continues to be a large population
(near 20%) of high school drop-outs who do not have a high school diploma (ages 16-24 census). There is a
considerable percentage of aged 25+ in the region who do not have a high school diploma. This adds to the need for
action to serve all without a high school diploma. Many employers today will not hire an individual without a high school
diploma or equivalency and many require post-secondary certificates or degrees. The Jefferson/Franklin Job Centers
partner with Jefferson College and East Central College to provide AEL services to those in need.”
WIOA goes on to discuss the impact the flood of April 2017 on our community: “Parts of Missouri turned into a vast lake
with water up to the rooftops in some towns. Two rivers west of St. Louis crested at historic levels. Sewer plants were
disabled and hundreds were forced from their homes. A number of individuals and businesses in Jefferson and Franklin
Counties and the St. Louis Area lost everything. Major interstate highways (I-55, I-70, I-44) were shut down as flood
waters stopped all travel (including over the road trucking) for many individuals for a number of days. State and local
roads were closed and some continue to be closed due to the flooding damage. Negative effects continue to be felt as
flooded out homes and businesses may or may not be repaired. Individuals became unemployed due to businesses
closing temporarily and lost wages during that time. Those who lost homes continue to struggle to get to their jobs while
having no place to live. Federal disaster aid was quick to arrive on the scene but even with this welcomed help it will still
take time to make repairs or rebuild.
Some of our community members had to re-locate and could no longer walk to work, which was their only mode of
transportation. They had no choice but to quit their jobs. Housing was very scarce as well and families often had to move
to other towns where housing was available and could no longer afford the commute to work.
Another issue facing our community that WIOA addressed in the report was childcare: “In addition, child care is a barrier
that prevents some from becoming dependable employees. The Missouri Department of Social Services does provide
childcare financial assistance for those who qualify. Household income for some may be just above the income level for
assistance but not enough to help pay the costs for most child care businesses. Childcare costs averages for each
county are shown below: County child care for 0/12 months (Franklin $139 Jefferson $169 ) 13/24 months (Franklin $136
Jefferson $169) 25/36 months (Franklin $109 Jefferson $138 ) 37 months/5 years (Franklin$103 Jefferson $130). If a
person earns $12 per hour for a 40-hour week = $480 per week or $1,920 per month, childcare costs using the average
shown for infant childcare in Jefferson County would be $676 per month or 35% of the monthly salary. Many jobs do not
start inexperienced employees out at $12 per hour compounding the problem.”
Although the Missouri Department of Social Services does provide childcare financial assistance for those who qualify,
the reimbursement rate does not necessarily cover the full childcare cost, forcing the parent to either cover some cost, or
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choose a less expensive provider, that may be of lesser quality. Additionally, for some, household income may be just
above the income level for childcare assistance, but not enough to help pay the costs for most child care businesses.
Following are the Missouri Department of Social Services’ reimbursement rates:

dss.mo.gov

dss.mo.go

As illustrated, the reimbursement rates do not cover the full cost of childcare in the community. This information aligns
with the qualitative data collected from the community, which indicates a top barrier individuals face in
obtaining/maintaining employment is child care (including before/after school and summer care).
Additionally, the community reported access to safe and affordable childcare, which is close to home, as a significant
need. The agency believes this warrants further exploration.
The qualitative data collected indicates that transportation is another community need. See Appendix B.
According to the ACS, the mean travel time for the community members’ work commute is higher than both the state and
national averages. As indicated by WIOA in the Jefferson Franklin Consortium Title 1 Workforce and Innovation
Opportunity Act Five-Year plan, “many Jefferson and Franklin County community members commute to St. Louis
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County/City.” This dataset is particularly significant for the community, as it is directly relates to access to employment.
This aligns with the qualitative data collected from the community members which indicates that transportation is a barrier
to employment. The agency must strategically plan around this barrier.

In addition to high commute times, community members lack access to multiple modes of transportation. The community
currently has public transportation options, although they are very limited. It is assumed that in order to traverse the
community and/or leave the community for activities such as shopping, employment, or leisure, one must have access to
a car. This assumption is derived from the data below, which strongly indicates the majority of community residents drive
alone.
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During the quantitative and qualitative data collection process, the below information was discovered. Although no
comparative datasets could be gathered to develop strong assumptions, it is believed the data merits inclusion in this
report. The agency believes the data warrants further exploration and will do so during its strategic planning process.

There are over 7,000 children living with grandparents in the community.

US Census Bureau

According to the ACS, the juvenile rates in Jefferson County at 7.71% are higher than the Missouri state average of
6.84%. Franklin County is below the average at 6.63%.
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According to the qualitative data collected for this assessment, the top three needs of parents in the community are:
•
•
•
•
•

Information on addressing challenging behaviors (66.79%)
Expressing love and encouragement (34.33%)
Advocacy training (advocating for our children in schools, etc) (33.58%)
Parenting Classes (28.36%)
Emergency Childcare (29.48%)
See Appendix B.

Assumptions:
From the data mined for this section, multiple strategic priorities have been identified, each with a different level of need.
The data collected overwhelming indicates that transportation and employment are both significant needs in the
community. Due to the complicated nature of both needs, the agency has classified them as both a Community Level and
Individual/Family Level Need. The agency intends to strategically plan initiatives that address these issues from both
levels.
Childcare has been determined to be a Community Level Need. From the data collected, it is assumed the largest barrier
to childcare access is the lack of childcare providers in the community. The agency intends to strategically plan around
increasing the stock of childcare providers in the community.
Due to flooding events in 2015 and 2017, community leaders and service providers have recognized that improved
disaster response systems need to be implemented in the community. The agency has learned from these past flooding
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events that, although flood victims eventually receive support/assistance, the wait times can be lengthy. It is because of
this, the agency has determined this to be an Individual/Family Level Need and will strategically plan to create initiatives
that provide interim services.
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Community Strengths, Assets, and Resources
KEY:

Jefferson County Resource

Transp.
Programs/
Rscs

Subsidize
d Housing
Prog.

Oats

Union
Homes

Jeffco
Express

JC Transit
FC
Transportat
ion
Quality
Transportat
ion
Services

Franklin County Resource

Resource Serves Both Counties
Medicaid
Dental
Service
Mental
Disability
Provider
Health
Services
Disability
Resource
Associati
Comtrea
Comtrea on (DRA)

Parent
Prog.

Food/
Nutrition
Rscs.

Women's
Health

Medicaid
Medical
Health
Provider

Parenting
Network

WIC

WIC

Comtrea

Nurse's
for
Newborns

JC Health
Dept.

FC Health
Dept.

Crider

Crider
Center

FC Health
Dept.

JC Health
Dept.

Healing
Grace

Crider
JC Health
Dept.
(Smiles
To Go)

Have
Manor

Comtrea

Living
Faith FP

Mercy
Jefferson

JC Health
Dept.

Parkview
Apts. (FC)

Buddies
Not
Bullies

Arnold FP

Mercy
Washingt
on

FC Health
Dept.

Heritage
Village
Hillcrest
Apts.
Washingto
n Sr. Hsg.

Disability
Resource
Association

Franklin
County
Senior
Apartments

Veterans
Transporati
on
Services

St. Clair
Senior Apts

A & J's
Crystal
Cab
Crystal
Cab

Housing
Voucher
Prog.

Homeless
Rscs

JFCAC

Comtrea
Safe Place

Agape
House

Teen
Homeless
Rscs
FC Teen
Resource
Center
JC
Homeless
Youth
Initiative
(DRA)

Upwards
Smile
Dr.
Elizabeth
Harvath

GriefSh
are

FC Job
Center

DeSoto
Contact
FP

Mercy
Washingto
n

Meramec
Family
Denistry

Greater St.
Clair
Homes

Feed My
People

Walgreens
Take Care
Clinic

McAuley
Clinic

Sullivan
Homes

Ozark FP

Nagireddi
Pediatrics

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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McAuley
Clinic

JC Library
Scenic
Regional
Library

Mercy
Jefferson

Peace FP

Heartland

Mercy
Jefferso
n
Mercy
Washin
gton

West
Town
Dental

ALIVE

Crider

Training
Programs
University
MO
Extension
Center

Chapel
Hill
Mortuar
y Parent
&
Widowe
d
Support
Groups
Support
Group
For All
Faiths
(Immac
ulate
Concept
ion)
Alzheim
er's &
Related
Disprder
s
Support
Group
Family
Resourc
e Center

JC Job
Center

East
Central
Community
College

Jefferson
College

Mercy
Jefferson
Mercy
Washingto
n

Community Needs Assessment 2017

Transp.
Programs/
Rscs
Hey Taxi
Jefferson
County
Taxi Cab
Services
Need A
Ride
Yellow Cab
Jerfferson
County

Subsidized
Housing
Prog.
Center
Street
Apartments

Homeless
Rscs

Teen
Homeless
Rscs

Jones Street
Apts
Vine Street
Apt
Christa Court

MO Rides

Flier Drive
Estates

Rides in
Sight

Sullivan
Family Apts

vRide

Housing
Voucher
Prog.

Forrest View
III
Sycamore
Hills

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation

Parent
Prog.

Food/
Nutrition
Resources
Sister
Christine's
FP
High Ridge
FP
Hillsboro
FP

Women's
Health

Medicaid
Medical
Health
Provider
DeSoto
Family
Proactice
Dr. Ashwin
Joshi
McAuley
Clinic

Medicaid
Dental
Service
Provider

Mental
Health

Disability
Services

Training
Programs

Joan
Brady

ALIVE

Salvation
Army FP
Jefferson
County
Rescue
Mission FP
Give
Something
Back to the
Community
(food
vouchers)
First
Christian
Church FP

82
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For Medicaid Patients:
Transpora
tion
Programs/
Rscs
LogistiCare
Medical
Transporati
on
Manageme
nt (MTM)
NonEmergency
Medical
Transporati
on (NEMT)
Healthcare
USA
Home
State
Health Plan
Missouri
Care
Straight
Medicaid
American
Cancer
Society
"Road to
Recovery"
Mercy
Shuttle
Show Me
Healthy
Women
Program
Transporati
on Service

Subsidized
Housing
Prog.

Housing
Voucher
Prog.

Homeless
Rscs.

Teen
Homeless
Rscs.

Festus
Garden
Riverview
Bend

DeSoto
Senior
Complex
Elderly
Housing
Partnership
of Hillsboro
Elderly
Partnership
of House
Springs
Village
Green
Ashton
Village

Parent
Prog.

Food/Nutri
tion Rscs.
First United
Methodist
Church FP
Eagle Point
Community
Church
(grocery
assistance)

Medicaid
Dental
Service
Provider

Mental
Health

Disability
Services

Trning
Prog.

St. Johns
FP
Emanual
Baptist
Church FP
Meals on
Wheels
Agape St.
Clair
First
Baptist
Church

Parkview
Apts. (JC)

St. Clair
Catholic
Services

Hawkins
Village

Union FP

Oak Knoll

Second
Blessings

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation

Women's
Health

Medicaid
Medical
Health
Provider

Meramec
Community
Missions
Agape
Pacific
St. Francis
Borgia
St. Peters
Loving
Hearts
Leslie FP
Gerald
Community
Out Reach
New Haven
FP
St. John
the Baptist

83
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Disclosures
•

This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer. JFCAC does not discriminate on the basis of
race, color, religion, sex, familial status, national origin, ancestry, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender
identify, and/or marital status, and operates in accordance with the Federal Fair Housing Law.

•

The agency ensures that person with disabilities and/or language barriers have access to programs and
services. The agency will provide alternative forms of communication, if requested.

•

This project/program is funded 100% with federal funds received from the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (HSS) provided by the Missouri Department of Social Services, Family Support Division.

Jefferson Franklin Community Action Corporation
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Appendix C

Focus Group Results

Appendix D

Analysis Process

Appendix E

Current Asthma Prevalence
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Appendix A
Conversations Questions:
(Based on the pillars of poverty: Food, Health, Education, Energy & Housing, and Family & Economic
Security)
Food:
1. What barriers are families facing in eating healthy foods (e.g. limited access to grocery stores, lack of
income to afford healthier foods, lack of time or knowledge to prepare healthy foods, etc.)? Why is this a
barrier/what causes this barrier?
Health:
2. What barriers are families facing in obtaining health services such as, medical, dental, vision, and mental
health services? Why is this a barrier/what causes this barrier?
Education:
3.A. What barriers are there for children to regularly attend preschool, elementary, middle, junior high or
high school? Why is this a barrier/what causes this barrier?
3.B. What barriers are there to finishing high school, or continuing education (e.g. trade school, college,
professional certifications)? Why is this a barrier/what is the cause of this barrier?
Energy & Housing:
4.A. What barriers are families facing for heating or cooling their home? Why is this a barrier/what is the
cause of this barrier?
4.B. What housing barriers are families facing in our area? Why is this a barrier/what is the cause of this
barrier?
Family & Economic Security: (A variety of factors impact family and economic security. Many of these
issues are related to the local economy and availability of employment, but may also pertain to social
networks, parenting skills, and the family’s resourcefulness in addressing needs.):
5.A. What barriers are families facing in obtaining and maintaining employment (e.g. transportation, child
care, lack of livable wages, lack of benefits, etc.)? Why is this a barrier/what causes this barrier?
5.B. (If not addressed in 5.A.) What barriers are families facing in obtaining and maintaining childcare?
Why is this a barrier/what causes this barrier?
5.C. (If not addressed in 5.A.) What barriers are families facing with transportation? Why is this a
barrier/what causes this barrier?
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Appendix B

Q1 Which county do you live in?
Answered: 277

Skipped: 1

Jefferson

Franklin

Neither, but I
work/volunte...

Neither, but I
work/volunte...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Jefferson

79.42%

220

Franklin

17.69%

49

Neither, but I work/volunteer in Jefferson

2.53%

7

Neither, but I work/volunteer in Franklin

0.36%

1

Total

277
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Q2 How many people live in your household
(including yourself)?
Answered: 275

Skipped: 3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8+

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

1

13.45%

37

2

19.64%

54

3

16.00%

44

4

22.91%

63

5

16.00%

44

6

9.09%

25

7

1.82%

5

8+

1.09%

3

Total

275
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Q3 What is your household's annual
income?
Answered: 262

Skipped: 16

No Income

Below $5,000

$5,001 $10,000
$10,001 $20,000
$20,001 $30,000
$30,001 $40,000
$40,001 $50,000
$50,001 $60,000
$60,001 $70,000
$70,001 $80,000
$80,001 $90,000
$90,001 $100,000

$100,001 - +

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

No Income

5.73%

15

Below $5,000

10.69%

28

$5,001 - $10,000

13.74%

36

$10,001 - $20,000

26.72%

70

$20,001 - $30,000

16.41%

43

$30,001 - $40,000

7.63%

20
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$40,001 - $50,000

5.73%

15

$50,001 - $60,000

3.44%

9

$60,001 - $70,000

2.67%

7

$70,001 - $80,000

3.44%

9

$80,001 - $90,000

0.38%

1

$90,001 - $100,000

1.15%

3

$100,001 - +

2.29%

6

Total

262
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Q4 What do you think are the top three
challenges individuals and families face in
eating healthy?
Answered: 277

Skipped: 1

Income (not
enough money...
Cost of
healthy foods
Access to
grocery stor...

Transportation

Education (how
to prepare/c...
Time and
effort...
Taste of
healthy foods
Physical
limitations...

Eating alone

Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

83.39%
231

Income (not enough money to cover all of their expenses-forced to choose between necessities)

80.51%
223

Cost of healthy foods
Access to grocery stores and farmers' markets (limited options close to home)

12.27%

34

Transportation

12.64%

35

Education (how to prepare/cook food; how to read nutrition labels; how to determine serving sizes how to meet special dietary needs/requirements,
etc.)

19.86%

55

50.18%
139

Time and effort (budgeting, planning ahead, shopping, meal preparation, cleaning, etc.)
Taste of healthy foods

15.88%

44

Physical limitations (poor eyesight, shaking hands, unable to stand for long periods, etc.)

10.47%

29
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Eating alone

9.03%

25

Other (please specify)

4.33%

12

Total Respondents: 277

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

my family size and the cost of food income guidelines for assistance are EXTREMELY too low with other costs to
maintain the needs of my children this leaves us parents with no food to eat so our children et good.

6/29/2017 11:26 AM

2

picky eaters

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

3

food is expensive

6/27/2017 4:19 PM

4

ebt rules, scales, guidelines of eligibility

6/27/2017 3:53 PM

5

NA

6/27/2017 3:02 PM

6

How quickly it goes bad

6/27/2017 2:57 PM

7

worry about cuts in health, perscriptions and housing

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

8

cost of utilities and gas for transportation. having to pay too much for medical and having to choose what to keep
utilities or food

6/27/2017 10:29 AM

9

no income

6/27/2017 9:19 AM

10

Parents don't take the time

6/27/2017 9:18 AM

11

not knowing what services where long processes etc hardvto understand purposly mafe to confuse and dont share
info only with sometime priviled sometimes very very biased blame wrongbpeople sometimes etc discriminate againt

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

some minority disabled veterans poor women etc
12

Lazy/lack of willpower

6/6/2017 12:09 PM
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Q5 What do you think are the top three
challenges individuals and families face in
obtaining health services (this includes
medical, dental, vision and mental health)
Answered: 275

Skipped: 3

Income (not
enough money...
Cost
(insurance,...
Access to
insurance...
Access to
clinics,...
Fear (of
doctors,...

Transportation

Education
(what servic...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

89.82%
247

Income (not enough money to cover all of their expenses-forced to choose between necessities)

89.09%
245

Cost (insurance, deductibles, co-pays, sliding scale fees, etc.)

41.09%
113

Access to insurance (difficulty obtaining/completing applications, long waiting period during the enrollment process, etc.)
Access to clinics, hospitals, doctors (limited options close to home, long waiting lists, limited options of doctors who will see client's without
insurance, etc.)

30.91%

85

Fear (of doctors, dentists, diagnosis, treatment, etc.)

15.27%

42

Transportation

15.27%

42

Education (what services are available, how to access services, etc.)

16.36%

45

Other (please specify)

4.36%

12

Total Respondents: 275

#

Other (please specify)

Date
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1

gas

6/28/2017 9:39 AM

2

some places do not cover or take the insurance you have

6/28/2017 9:25 AM

3

none

6/27/2017 3:05 PM

4

N/A

6/27/2017 3:02 PM

5

teeth are horrible due to no insurance last tooth 185.00 $ pulled xrays

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

6

basically high co pays and low income for doctors and medicine

6/27/2017 10:40 AM

7

I don't trust doctors as t hey have misdiagnosed and mis-prescribed medications than contributed to my poor health.
turn around no consistant Medicaid doctors

6/27/2017 9:27 AM

8

all and etc

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

9

None

6/12/2017 7:08 AM

10

Most employers don't provide vision or dental insurance anymore. If they do provide dental the maximum covered is
usually very low

6/6/2017 8:01 AM

11

Limited choices for Medicaid, long waits for appointments .

6/5/2017 8:32 PM

12

I

6/5/2017 7:27 PM
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Q6 What are the top three reasons women
do not access women's healthcare related
to childbirth (breastfeeding, birthing
classes, doula services)
Answered: 265

Skipped: 13

Cost (too
expensive)

Access (not
enough optio...

Understanding
of the...

Understanding
of how to...

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Cost (too expensive)

74.34%

197

Access (not enough options in community)

51.32%

136

Understanding of the importance/value of these services

67.17%

178

Understanding of how to access these services

70.19%

186

Other (please specify)

9.06%

Total Respondents: 265

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

access to insurance

6/29/2017 11:07 AM

2

previous experience with complications

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

3

unsure my "child" is 21 with a grandbaby on the way

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

4

not enough doctors accepting Medicare

6/28/2017 9:18 AM

5

don't know

6/28/2017 8:38 AM

6

lost my two boys cannot have any more children

6/27/2017 3:45 PM

7

na

6/27/2017 3:40 PM

8

umkmown

6/27/2017 2:18 PM

9

time

6/27/2017 12:05 PM

10

n/a

6/27/2017 10:12 AM
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11

nk

6/27/2017 10:00 AM

12

I don't know

6/27/2017 9:45 AM

13

Some young mothers just don't care thy don't realize how important it is to them and the child

6/27/2017 9:18 AM

14

too much right wing propaganda against women

6/20/2017 3:12 PM

15

previous experience w/ complications

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

16

not having the time available and/or available transportation

6/19/2017 3:17 PM

17

transportation

6/19/2017 1:55 PM

18

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

19

Not knowing it exists

6/12/2017 1:08 PM

20

None

6/12/2017 7:08 AM

21

Having to take off work to go to the appointments no

6/11/2017 11:43 AM

22

Ease of assistance process .

6/6/2017 11:19 PM

23

Selfishness

6/6/2017 5:43 PM

24

No need for the services

6/5/2017 4:10 PM
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Q7 What do you think are the top three
reasons students (preschool through high
school) miss school?
Answered: 272

Skipped: 6

Homelessness

Access to
preschool...
Parental
guidance...
Drug and/or
alcohol abus...

Transportation

Teenage
Pregnancy
Problems at
home
Bullying or
problems at...
Cost (of
preschool,...
Poor physical
health
Poor mental
health
Belief that
education is...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Homelessness

8.09%

22

Access to preschool (limited options close to home, long waiting lists, etc.)

23.53%

64

Parental guidance (working parents are not home or ill/disabled parents are unable to get children on the bus, education is not a family priority, etc.)

60.66% 165

Drug and/or alcohol abuse (parental or teenager)

29.04%

79

Transportation

16.91%

46
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Teenage Pregnancy

8.82%

Problems at home

49.26% 134

Bullying or problems at school (poor grades, low self-esteem, fear, peer pressure, etc.)

52.57% 143

Cost (of preschool, school supplies, clothing, shoes, breakfast/lunch, etc.)

29.04%

79

Poor physical health

10.29%

28

Poor mental health

9.56%

26

Belief that education is not important

17.28%

47

Other (please specify)

5.51%

15

Total Respondents: 272

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

lack of ambition

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

2

when you are a "student" you really aren't as interested in school.. Even if loving school, I feel when your are an adult

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

you just all in all much more appreciate science of things, your social studies etc
3

poor education systems/programs

6/28/2017 9:18 AM

4

in Jefferson County not too many children graduate

6/27/2017 3:45 PM

5

that the kids mainly highschool just decide not to go

6/27/2017 3:10 PM

6

daughters a teacher 2nd grade ritner she has 7 children @ to school and back t o shelter due to illness forcloser drive
by shootings whole families homeless or children need to revap empty homes all over st Louis and counties give them
help to get back on their feet.sad. God bless our systems need to take care of our own Country

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

7

Needing or wanting to be with parent

6/27/2017 10:57 AM

8

parental supervision poor no supervision

6/27/2017 10:29 AM

9

Single parent not knowing children missing school. Daycare before and after school.

6/27/2017 9:46 AM

10

unable to answer probably due to question 6

6/27/2017 9:08 AM

11

lack of ambition

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

12

all etc

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

13

They think because they have a belly ache (some simple illness, headache, daily ache) that this is a reason to miss
school.

6/12/2017 1:08 PM

14

None

6/12/2017 7:08 AM

15

Any of the responses goes back to parents.

6/6/2017 10:25 PM
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Q8 What do you think are the top three
reasons teenagers drop out of school?
Answered: 270

Skipped: 8

Bullying

Teen pregnancy

Poor grades

Must work to
help with...
Required to
babysit youn...
Drug and/or
alcohol abuse

Legal issues

Homelessness

Belief that
education is...
Poor health
(medical,...
Learning
challenges...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Bullying

55.93%

151

Teen pregnancy

40.37%

109

Poor grades

38.15%

103

Must work to help with family expenses

25.19%

68

Required to babysit younger siblings who are not in school yet

11.11%

30

50.00%

135

Drug and/or alcohol abuse

3.33%

Legal issues
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Homelessness

9.26%

Belief that education is not important

40.00%

Poor health (medical, dental, vision)

4.44%

12

Learning challenges (disability, inadequate supplies, such as eyeglasses)

30.74%

83

Other (please specify)

10.37%

28

Total Respondents: 270

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

no parental supervision

6/29/2017 11:07 AM

2

schools don't hot line problems too many homeschool parents not doing a good job the schools don't care need good
counselors

6/28/2017 10:18 AM

3

other things none important

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

4

poor grades make student feel bad

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

5

lack of support

6/28/2017 9:18 AM

6

poor home life

6/28/2017 9:09 AM

7

not a srtong enough home support system to keep them going

6/27/2017 3:10 PM

8

lack of teachers not caring

6/27/2017 1:41 PM

9

put more control back with teachers they have our children more then parents

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

10

teachers treat them badly, a form of bullying

6/27/2017 10:06 AM

11

Do not understand how important an education is needed. For jobs, to succeed, etc

6/27/2017 9:46 AM

12

peer structuring of educational programs irrelevant subjects taught instead of prep for real world. kids know this!

6/27/2017 9:27 AM

13

Belief that education is not worth the time

6/27/2017 6:22 AM

14

schools not working with a childs IEP

6/22/2017 12:04 PM

15

Not attending and loosing credits then give up

6/19/2017 4:22 PM

16

other things more important

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

17

lack of a supportive home environment which fosters self-esteem

6/19/2017 3:17 PM

18

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

19

Parents not valuing education

6/12/2017 5:16 PM

20

No mentor- adult figure to support them

6/12/2017 1:08 PM

21

Lack of encouragement from parents to complete school

6/12/2017 9:41 AM

22

None

6/12/2017 7:08 AM

23

.

6/9/2017 4:24 PM

24

Franklin/Jefferson County have an absolutely STAGGERING number of homeless youth. Children that float from
couch to couch of family members or friends and this displacement causes such an imbalance for them.

6/7/2017 5:58 AM

25

High school is hard or doesn't provide an instant answer to life so they quit.

6/6/2017 10:25 PM

26

Lack of parental (both mother and father) encouragement and support.

6/6/2017 5:53 PM

27

Lack of parental involvement

6/6/2017 5:43 PM

28

clients dont care what their children do

6/6/2017 4:25 PM
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Q9 What do you think are the top three
challenges adults (18 or Older) face in
improving their education?
Answered: 273

Skipped: 5

Income (not
enough money...
General costs
(GED testing...
Life skills
(people do n...
Learning
Disabilities...
Support system
(family...

Transportation

Access to
financial ai...
General
overwhelmed...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

83.52%
228

Income (not enough money to cover all of their expenses - forced to choose work over education)

60.07%
164

General costs (GED testing fee, tuition for college/trade schools, school supplies, childcare, etc.)

32.60%
89

Life skills (people do not know what their education options are, how to apply for school/training, or what to choose as a career path, etc.)

19.78%
54

Learning Disabilities (limited resources to help with college/trade schools for people with Individual Education Plans (IEP)).

27.11%
74

Support system (family discourages continuing education)

15.38%
42

Transportation

42.12%
115
Access to financial aid (victims of fraudulent for-profit schools, such as Sanford Brown, have too much debit to obtain additional financial aid, people
do now know how to apply for financial aid, etc.)
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24.18%
66

General overwhelmed feeling of facing the future, and making a decision (mental health)
5.49%

Other (please specify)
Total Respondents: 273

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

or fill out scholarship applications

6/28/2017 10:18 AM

2

not knowing what to go to school for

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

3

I feel more should be free or available sliding scale to families or just more advertisement about availabilities

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

4

I think in high school there should be more opportunities to be in a mentoring program or shadowing so students can
experience actually first hand what the difference careers entail

6/28/2017 9:02 AM

5

no wanting to let peers see their mental physical difiiculty

6/27/2017 4:19 PM

6

too many are pushed through the system do not know how to read write math no skills from no child left behind

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

7

lack of parental advice or and supervison

6/27/2017 10:29 AM

8

don't know

6/27/2017 9:45 AM

9

Time

6/19/2017 4:22 PM

10

Raising children

6/19/2017 3:30 PM

11

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

12

None

6/12/2017 7:08 AM

13

.

6/9/2017 4:24 PM

14

Child care while they are in school

6/9/2017 1:32 PM

15

Not enough openings in the field choosen

6/8/2017 5:08 PM
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Q10 Do you think our area has enough
resources for parents (how to learn to
change diapers, how to learn curb
unwanted child behaviors, how to interact
with your child, how to be your child's first
teacher)?
Answered: 272

Skipped: 6

Yes

No

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Answer Choices

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

45.22%

123

No

41.91%

114

Other (please specify)

12.87%

35

Total

272

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

most parents don't know about services in their area due to they aren't told services in their area due to they aren't told
until its too late and "damage" has been done or not told at all

7/5/2017 2:47 PM

2

I have no idea. I only know of WIC to help people.

6/29/2017 11:07 AM

3

good PAT orginizations

6/28/2017 10:18 AM

4

im not sure if our area does. I just moved here

6/28/2017 10:14 AM

5

Do not know

6/28/2017 10:00 AM

6

well I think maybe there is enough resources but parent just don't take the time to learn they think handing them an
ipad or phone is better than actually teaching or playing w/their children

6/28/2017 9:33 AM

7

I think they are there but they are not easy to access until after a problem surfaces

6/28/2017 9:27 AM

8

for people that don't go to places w/that advertisement maybe more in grocery stores like ads are on cork boards for
general purposes (checked both yes and no)

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

9

I don't know

6/28/2017 9:02 AM

10

not enough help for our children

6/27/2017 3:45 PM

11

I am not sure

6/27/2017 3:13 PM
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12

NA

6/27/2017 3:02 PM

13

its not really show out their for parents

6/27/2017 2:59 PM

14

honestly if children have children they are too young cant stop after start sexual activities. take sixth grade to hospital
show them all stages of aids patients. then if they lose their children. have them fixed after d baby.

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

15

not sure

6/27/2017 11:02 AM

16

do not know

6/27/2017 10:52 AM

17

don't know

6/27/2017 10:40 AM

18

na

6/27/2017 10:12 AM

19

don't know

6/27/2017 10:00 AM

20

I have no idea.. I received nothing and raised my children just fine.

6/27/2017 9:27 AM

21

some parents just see kids as a paycheck from the gov. or for the other half of the parent that is not around, just want
money. Bad people teach bad things on to the kids.

6/27/2017 9:19 AM

22

I think missouri is trying hard to get this situation under control, but it needs more people to help

6/26/2017 11:45 PM

23

Yes! The Parents as Teachers program does an excellent job helping me learn everything I need to know about
parenting.

6/25/2017 7:28 PM

24

plenty of education for physical care but not enough for the mental/emotional care

6/22/2017 12:04 PM

25

Not a parent so have not researched areas resources

6/19/2017 3:29 PM

26

yes/no

6/19/2017 3:25 PM

27

I feel there are these systems to help but they don't put it out enough for families to know they have help

6/19/2017 2:17 PM

28

not sure

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

29

I don't know

6/12/2017 1:08 PM

30

I don't know

6/10/2017 7:42 AM

31

I'm unaware if all resources so I don't know if there's enough or not

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

32

When did it become the "areas resources" job to teach a girl how to change a diaper or how to interact. If so; fine but
then these classes or trainings/programs should be required of all moms that are young, reviewing funding aid, or
public healthcare.

6/6/2017 10:25 PM

33

I think there are plenty of resources. Parents are simply lazy Child devand to involved in themselves rather than their
children.

6/6/2017 5:53 PM

34

I

6/5/2017 7:27 PM

35

Not really sure on this one. Am planning on checking into parental classes when my daughter gets released.

6/5/2017 7:25 PM
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Appendix B

Q11 What do you think the top three needs
are of parents?
Answered: 272

Skipped: 6

Parenting
classes (tha...
Respite care
(emergency...
Child
development...
Information on
how to addre...
Information on
how to expre...
Advocacy
training (ho...
Basic supplies
(diapers,...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Parenting classes (that will satisfy court orders)

28.31%

77

Respite care (emergency childcare)

29.41%

80

Child development information

34.93%

95

Information on how to address challenging behavior

67.28%

183

Information on how to express love and encouragement

34.19%

93

Advocacy training (how to voice your child's needs at school, childcare, the doctor's office, etc.)

33.82%

92

Basic supplies (diapers, clothes, hygiene products, school supplies, etc.)

65.07%

177

Other (please specify)

9.93%

Total Respondents: 272

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

need access to FACT in Jeff Co. 636-949-22424 director denise gould call them

7/5/2017 2:47 PM

2

don't care about kids just care about own selves (drugs etc)

6/28/2017 10:18 AM

3

taking time to self

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

4

take responsibility

6/28/2017 9:23 AM

5

sorry I think w/a child all are very important

6/28/2017 9:20 AM
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6

moral character

6/27/2017 3:53 PM

7

community mommy and baby time. I'd love to join a group with my 4 year old to meet other kids her age and meet new
moms like me. It's help to have someone to talk to that's going through the same things.

6/27/2017 3:10 PM

8

N/A

6/27/2017 3:02 PM

9

I really don't know I raised my kids a long time ago

6/27/2017 10:40 AM

10

too much gov interference n parents making own decision do not take time to teach children basics

6/27/2017 10:29 AM

11

na

6/27/2017 10:12 AM

12

Education to what services are available and how to access them

6/27/2017 9:46 AM

13

there is no supervision from parents kids are left home alone

6/27/2017 9:45 AM

14

Affordable quality childcare with parent education as part of it

6/27/2017 6:22 AM

15

K

6/25/2017 7:28 PM

16

taking time to self

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

17

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

18

General/Basic daily needs education- work skills, paying bills, parenting, health

6/12/2017 1:08 PM

19

Learning the importance of being a patent before a friend.

6/9/2017 4:24 PM

20

Parents need more ways to be able to get a night out to themselves every once in a while to recharge.

6/9/2017 9:19 AM

21

I believe all of these are equally important.

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

22

Child care that doesn't cost a fortune. Funding and programs for public head starts, pre schools, programs for new or
teen moms, Parents as Teachers funding.

6/6/2017 10:25 PM

23

Parents need to be educated how to be a parent and not their friend.

6/6/2017 5:53 PM

24

No

6/6/2017 1:00 PM

25

I don't know

6/5/2017 9:12 PM

26

Children with special needs how to care and coupe

6/5/2017 4:32 PM

27

Children with special needs how to help not just the child but the adult too

6/5/2017 3:55 PM
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Appendix B

Q12 What do you think are the top three
barriers individuals face in
obtaining/maintaining employment?
Answered: 271

Skipped: 7

Livable wages
(families...

Childcare

Transportation

Education
(lack of...
Drug and/or
alcohol...
Sexual
harassment...
Health issues
(medical,...
Mental health
issues
Priorities
(lack of...
Opportunities
(decrease in...
Understanding
how to apply...
Mental Health
concerns
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Answer Choices

90%

100%

Responses

Livable wages (families cannot survive on the wages they receive, employers do not offer benefit packages/health insurance)

74.54%

202

Childcare

62.36%

169

Transportation

37.64%

102

Education (lack of education or job training)

32.10%

87

Drug and/or alcohol addiction

19.19%

52
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Sexual harassment and/or racism

4.06%

11

Health issues (medical, dental or vision)

13.65%

37

Mental health issues

12.55%

34

Priorities (lack of motivation or work ethic)

26.20%

71

Opportunities (decrease in higher paying jobs, limited employment opportunities close to home, etc.)

25.09%

68

Understanding how to apply for/interview for a job (create resume, interview etiquette)

11.81%

32

Mental Health concerns

3.32%

9

Other (please specify)

3.32%

9

Total Respondents: 271

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

severe cost along with cost our family has 1 income for [person house, the other parent can not work due to lack of
child care and cost for 3 kids

6/29/2017 11:26 AM

2

being a felon, lack of transportation to anything outside of hometown, even if non-violent very judgemental

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

3

Place to live while working

6/28/2017 9:19 AM

4

sense of responsibility

6/27/2017 3:53 PM

5

I personally believe that education will help a lot barriers individuals and parents have to face

6/27/2017 9:46 AM

6

I had to put top four

6/27/2017 9:18 AM

7

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

8

There should be more knowledge on how to get training and job opportunities for people who are not able to complete

6/10/2017 9:40 AM

college education. The people who are better at craftsmanship skills. How to make a living in these areas.
9

Sorry I have a lot of ties for the top three on this category!!

6/5/2017 10:21 PM
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Q13 What do you think are the top three
barriers families are facing in
obtaining/maintaining childcare?
Answered: 269

Skipped: 9

Income (not
enough money...

Cost (all date
care and...

Access to
childcare...

Health and
safety (pare...

Resources
(there are n...

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

89.59%
241

Income (not enough money to cover all of their expenses-forced to choose between necessities)

88.85%
239

Cost (all date care and before/after school care are expensive

44.61%
120

Access to childcare (limited options close to home or work, family/friends are unable to help watch children, childcare is not available for off hour
schedules (e.g. evenings, mid nights, weekends, holidays), lack of affordable childcare for newborns)

30.48%
82

Health and safety (parents are concerned the facility is not clean/sanitary, workers are not well trained, background checks are inadequate, etc.)

43.12%
116

Resources (there are not enough resources to help with the cost of childcare, applying for assistance is difficult and takes a long time, unaware of
available options etc.)

4.83%

Other (please specify)

Total Respondents: 269

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

these go together

6/29/2017 11:26 AM

2

no drug testing for care workers

6/28/2017 10:18 AM

3

trust of child care

6/28/2017 10:10 AM
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4

Too many lifetime welfare families abuse childcare systems and families that try to work cannot get needed childcare

6/28/2017 9:06 AM

5

way too expensive from minimum paying job even with two parents let alone single parent

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

6

My daughter has autism and is non-verbal. I've heard many complaints from other parents of autistic children who are
in daycare. I do not trust strangers to watch my child.

6/27/2017 10:30 AM

7

na

6/27/2017 10:12 AM

8

some parents think kids a re old enough to stay by themselves

6/27/2017 9:45 AM

9

It is hard to trust people you don't know even people you know to watch your children especially the babies and
smaller children that can't talk to let you know what is going on

6/27/2017 9:18 AM

10

There are limited child care facilities that are of good quality and few that have openings for infants and toddlers

6/25/2017 7:28 PM

11

trust of child care

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

12

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

13

A

6/6/2017 1:00 PM
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Q14 What do you think are the top three
reasons parents do not send their children
to an afterschool/summer program?
Answered: 268

Skipped: 10

No need for it
(parent is a...

Options (there
are not opti...

Cost (summer
school/after...

Value (parents
do not value...

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Answer Choices

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

No need for it (parent is at home)

62.31%

167

Options (there are not options available)

58.58%

157

Cost (summer school/afterschool is expensive)

83.58%

224

Value (parents do not value this type of experience for their child)

54.10%

145

Other (please specify)

14.93%

40

Total Respondents: 268

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

children have no time to be kids

7/6/2017 11:47 AM

2

transportation kids need to ride bus not available for afterschool

6/28/2017 10:18 AM

3

child doesn't want to go

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

4

trust the kids will be fine

6/28/2017 9:39 AM

5

I sent mine and they love it. I think its lack of information about what they offer. public is free

6/28/2017 9:27 AM

6

I don't know

6/28/2017 9:23 AM

7

not enough options in answer

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

8

babysitter/no child care

6/28/2017 9:09 AM

9

don't know I don't have school age children

6/28/2017 9:02 AM

10

cost of some things

6/27/2017 4:19 PM

11

transportation

6/27/2017 3:17 PM
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12

some schools don't provide what your child actually needs help in

6/27/2017 2:59 PM

13

Child Safety

6/27/2017 2:35 PM

14

transportation or working and no one to pick up or be at home

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

15

transportation someone to get them there and pick them up

6/27/2017 11:02 AM

16

I do not trust strangers to watch my child.

6/27/2017 10:30 AM

17

na

6/27/2017 10:12 AM

18

not acustom to the people who will be watching their child

6/27/2017 10:00 AM

19

parents are at work kids are lazy at home alone

6/27/2017 9:45 AM

20

not available when I was raising kids

6/27/2017 9:27 AM

21

bullying people and kids are mean now

6/27/2017 9:19 AM

22

parents need to get involved with the children and not let it just be for the ones that have money and leave the poor
behind

6/27/2017 9:18 AM

23

transportation

6/27/2017 6:22 AM

24

not understanding the needs of extra learning

6/20/2017 3:12 PM

25

child doesn't want to go

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

26

coordinating transportation of child with parents work schedule

6/19/2017 3:17 PM

27

transportation

6/19/2017 3:13 PM

28

conflict with family/parent schedules

6/19/2017 2:12 PM

29

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

30

Afraid to leave children in the care of others.

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

31

Hours and cost of summer programs are very different between facilities and programs.

6/6/2017 10:25 PM

32

Child dictates what he or she does or does not want to do and parents allow it.

6/6/2017 5:53 PM

33

Motivating factors such as passive parenting, lack of understanding the need for supplemental education and
engagement during off school hours

6/6/2017 12:09 PM

34

Transportation

6/6/2017 8:01 AM

35

Transportation

6/5/2017 8:32 PM

36

bs

6/5/2017 4:56 PM

37

Maybe they don't know that summer school is free

6/5/2017 4:32 PM

38

Transportation

6/5/2017 4:17 PM

39

Makes it harder for custody agreements and vacations

6/5/2017 4:10 PM

40

They don't know that it's available in their area for free

6/5/2017 3:55 PM
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Q15 What do you think are the top three
barriers individuals and families face with
transportation?
Answered: 272

Skipped: 6

Income (not
enough money...
Costs
(affordable...
Public
transportati...
Life skills
(people do n...
Lack of a
personal car
Having an
invalid...
Other (please
specify)
0%
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70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Income (not enough money to cover all of their expenses-forced to choose between necessities)

77.21%

210

Costs (affordable cars tend to be unreliable, maintenance/repairs, gas, insurance, inspections, licensing, personal property taxes, etc.)

87.87%

239

Public transportation (there are limited options, bus routes do not cover the whole county, long wait times between scheduled stops, etc.)

49.63%

135

Life skills (people do not know how to use public transportation, how to buy a car, how to save money for repairs, etc.)

15.44%

42

Lack of a personal car

53.68%

146

Having an invalid driver's license

18.01%

49

Other (please specify)

4.78%

13

Total Respondents: 272

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

insurance

6/28/2017 10:18 AM

2

car needs repairs

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

3

Not having bus or taxi available

6/28/2017 9:38 AM

4

owning a vehicle is expensive

6/28/2017 9:02 AM

5

lots of people to 10 years not driving that's crazy

6/27/2017 4:19 PM

6

hardly none in county jeff wrong times ofr work or don't go their way

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

7

Public transportation is not safe

6/27/2017 10:30 AM
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8

cost of gas do not live within their means do not budget expenses

6/27/2017 10:29 AM

9

car needs repairs

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

10

using public transportation can have a stigma attached to it, plus it is very inconvenient and time consuming especially
with children and for grocery shopping

6/19/2017 3:17 PM

11

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

12

Insurance and costs of cars these days

6/6/2017 10:25 PM

13

Top answer is public transportation, because the other things wouldn't be a big issue if that was available.

6/5/2017 10:21 PM
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Q16 What do you think are the top three
housing barriers individuals and families
are facing in our area?
Answered: 272

Skipped: 6

Income (not
enough money...

Lack of safe
and affordab...

Lack of
housing clos...

Costs
(deposits,...

Life skills
(people do n...

Other (please
specify)
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70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

90.81%
247

Income (not enough money to cover all of their expenses-forced to choose between necessities)

63.97%
174

Lack of safe and affordable housing options in our area/long waiting lists for affordable housing

23.90%

Lack of housing close to community resources (schools, supermarkets, doctor offices, employment opportunities)

65

86.03%
234

Costs (deposits, first/last month rent, down payments, moving expenses, utility service connection fees, etc.)
Life skills (people do not know what is available in the community, how to apply for apartments/buy a home, how to budget and save for housing
costs, etc.)

29.78%

81

Other (please specify)

4.41%

12

Total Respondents: 272

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

unknown

7/5/2017 2:51 PM

2

lack of any financial abilities for the safety in home repairs especially the large and needed

6/29/2017 11:26 AM

3

lack of state funding

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

4

hud lists are never open. people using resources they don't really need manipulating the system

6/28/2017 9:23 AM
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5

I think that is unfair for someone who makes between 10-20K a year to have to pay almost half of their monthly income
for housing when they are on public assistance program. It is very discouraging when you are trying to take care of
your family and trying to better your living situation. I recently was approved for HUD but couldn't utilize that
opportunity because I wouldn't be able to afford the monthly payment

6/27/2017 12:24 PM

6

cost of loans and income to purchase plus upkkep and down payments

6/20/2017 3:12 PM

7

lack of state funding

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

8

lack of understanding of assistance proeranis available and lack of motivation to improve situation

6/19/2017 3:17 PM

9

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM

10

None

6/12/2017 7:08 AM

11

$$$$$$$$$

6/6/2017 10:25 PM

12

Inflexibility in regards to types housing. Bedroom numbers, no pet rules, stigma that low income families are more
prone to damage units

6/6/2017 12:09 PM
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Q17 Do you think our area has people who
are homeless?
Answered: 271

Skipped: 7
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50%
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100%

Responses

Yes

96.31%

No

3.69%

Total

261
10
271
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Q18 Do you know any homeless youth in
Jefferson or Franklin Counties?
Answered: 269

Skipped: 9

Yes

No
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Answer Choices

50%

60%
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80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

28.62%

77

No

71.38%

192

Total

269
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Q19 Which of our services have you heard
of (select all that apply)?
Answered: 271

Skipped: 7

Head Start

Early Head
Start
Employment
Support
Intake,
Assessment,...
Emergency
Assistance &...
Step Up to
Leadership
Jefferson
County Toy...
Back to School
Fair
Energy
Assistance
Housing
Assistance...

Weatherization

Energy
Efficiency,...

Healthy Homes

Women, Infant,
Children (WIC)
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Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Head Start

81.18%

220

Early Head Start

49.82%

135

Employment Support

17.71%

48

Intake, Assessment, Referral

12.18%

33
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Emergency Assistance & Disaster Relief

43.91%

Step Up to Leadership

8.86%

24

Jefferson County Toy Distribution

26.57%

72

Back to School Fair

42.44%

115

Energy Assistance

70.48%

191

Housing Assistance (HUD/Section 8)

80.81%

219

Weatherization

49.08%

133

Energy Efficiency, Safety, & Education (EESE)

16.61%

45

Healthy Homes

7.01%

19

Women, Infant, Children (WIC)

87.45%

Total Respondents: 271
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Q20 How likely are you to refer someone to
JFCAC for assistance?
Answered: 269

Skipped: 9

Very likely

Somewhat likely

Not likely

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Very likely

81.41%

219

Somewhat likely

15.99%

43

Not likely

2.60%

7

Total

269
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Q21 Other Comments:
Answered: 35

Skipped: 243

#

Responses

Date

1

I tried and got no where said I made too much 15000 a month you try making it on this monthly amount

7/6/2017 11:47 AM

2

The income guidelines need to be changed! Middle income wage does not meet the needs requirement currently.
Myself and my husband work our butts off and because have (now) regular income we no longer qualify for help which
puts us in the Peter/Paul cycle (rob peter to pay paul) It's rediculious! Too poor or not poor enough. It's the families

7/5/2017 2:47 PM

that are trying that need the help! thanks meg Thiemann 636-222-8107
3

st Louis county and st Charles county have more assistance they their people in the county and income limitations are
ot as low. Though I make between 30k and 40k financially I still need 400-450 in food assistance alone which isn't
enough for our 6 people to eat healthy but only half the cost

6/29/2017 11:26 AM

4

help with fixing maintaining personal vehicles

6/28/2017 10:10 AM

5

you guys do so much for people with out the help I don't know where needing family and so many family's thank you
so much

6/28/2017 9:39 AM

6

I just really appreciate the pledge I was overwhelmed and really really apprcciate the assistance $1500 God Bless!

6/28/2017 9:20 AM

7

already have many times thank you for all the good work you do

6/28/2017 9:02 AM

8

if they really need the help I send them to st joseph chruch

6/27/2017 4:19 PM

9

I have talked to someone but he said he don't care its cheaper

6/27/2017 3:45 PM

10

thank you guys for everything!

6/27/2017 1:49 PM

11

now this might be cut by President Trump. Wait and See

6/27/2017 11:22 AM

12

I appreciate the assistance I have received for JFCAC otherwise on disability I wouldn't be able to pays bills

6/27/2017 10:49 AM

13

too many people "expect" help and don't try to help themselves choices and consequences/priorities

6/27/2017 10:29 AM

14

the waiting list for public housing is too long for example HUD housing is closed for 2 years and public housing and
section 8 is like a year waiting list therefore people become homeless

6/27/2017 9:53 AM

15

I don't know what kind of services JFCAC offers, I referred by the electric company and very greatful

6/27/2017 9:46 AM

16

besides weatherization, I do not receive or have been offered any assistance form JFCAC

6/27/2017 9:27 AM

17

I asked for help two times out of 8 years. They always said out of assistance at that time. I have not got any help
cause I moved too slow in the paperwork that you give that day to do. I filled it out and wait still no help. They make
you feel bad for asking for help. Get out go bar to bar see some of the shit that goes on with the kids and their poor

6/27/2017 9:19 AM

parent. if you would help. not that the assistance is out.
18

will volunteer if you need me Joyce Thebeau, 201 Blow St. Desoto, MO 63020 Ph: 573-747-3562

6/27/2017 9:18 AM

19

I would love to join this network of helping others like me, and help myself also.

6/26/2017 11:45 PM

20

you need to make household income range easier for retired/disabled couples to get help you set the incomes for
family easier than couples or older folks

6/20/2017 3:12 PM

21

very helpful to the destitute

6/19/2017 4:17 PM

22

We need more anti-drug education

6/19/2017 3:30 PM

23

I am not sure of all the services available anymore because I haven't been in contact about any recently

6/19/2017 3:29 PM

24

help with finding/maintaining personal vehicles

6/19/2017 3:23 PM

25

available services need to be publicized more in way which would reach people who do not read the local papers or

6/19/2017 3:17 PM

search online are services advertised in schools and churches and libraries
26

I love that place you take care of the people in the world thank you very much

6/19/2017 2:28 PM

27

The cost of rent, electric, water, etc is unreasonable for the opportunities of higher paying jobs

6/19/2017 2:21 PM

28

all

6/18/2017 8:02 AM
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29

Not applicable

6/15/2017 10:37 AM

30

Advertise- how can you get the word out about this organization. I don't think many people know that this organization
exists or what they do/can do for the community.

6/12/2017 1:08 PM

31

na

6/6/2017 4:25 PM

32

Most of my answers reflect what I have dealt with at some point in time.

6/6/2017 7:00 AM

33

Would like information on HUD/Section 8 housing, Healthy Homes, and employment support. Thank you!

6/5/2017 10:21 PM

34

Staff need to work on understanding and friendliness. Some people that have questions have learning disabilities and
can't fully understand so they question because they are confused not to be argumentative. Staff also shouldn't
threaten people to kick them off for asking a question.

6/5/2017 4:32 PM

35

The programs are great but staff need to work on friendliness and understanding.

6/5/2017 3:55 PM
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Focus Groups were held at the following dates and locations:
4/10/2017

Jefferson County Hunger Taskforce (held at Disability Resource Association)

4/12/2017

Franklin County Hunger Taskforce (held at First Christian Church of Union)

4/18/2017

JFCAC Head Start Policy Council (held at JFCAC Merchant St. Office)

4/18/2017

First Presbyterian Church of Union (low-income hot meal)

4/20/2017

Gerald Business Community (held in Gerald at the Bistro)

4/21/2017

Franklin County Homeless Teen Awareness Night (held at Union High School)

4/27/2017

Jefferson County WIOA Youth (held at JFCAC Merchant St. Office)

The following is a summary of the conversations:
Food: What barriers are families facing in eating healthy foods? Why is this a barrier/what causes this
barrier?
 Lack of income
 Healthy foods are expensive
 Lack of knowledge of how to prepare/cook health foods and portion control
 Families are buying food that is faster and easier to cook
 Families have been given recipes and ideas on how to make meals and they don’t want to do it
 Some families do not have the time to prepare healthy meals
 Education is a barrier
 It’s more convenient to buy fast food
 People shop at store that are close to them and buy cheap products
 People are not aware of how to save money or that Aldi’s has cheaper food
 Limited access to grocery stores
 People do not have to time or want to take the time to cook
 Healthy foods do not taste good
 Transportation is a barrier to obtaining food--not every town has a grocery store; if people do not
want to drive or don’t have transportation, they pick up food from Dollar General or the gas station
 People do not plan ahead—they do not look to see what they have in their pantry and then make
their grocery list
 Seniors don’t want to or in some cases cannot cook (e.g. poor eyesight, shaking hands, can’t stand
for long periods of time, etc.)
 Seniors/people do not want to eat alone
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Meals on Wheels will not deliver food if dog is barking in the background
Seniors are unsure what foods are compatible with their dietary needs/requirements
People do not understand the impact nutrition has on health
People try to stretch food as far as they can

Suggestions:
 SELF classes to teach families how to cook and utilize the food from pantries (e.g. fresh fruit and
vegetables)
 We need to educate people about farmers’ markets
Health: What barriers are families facing in obtaining health services? Why is this a barrier/what causes
this barrier?
 Money is the biggest barrier
o Some people make too much money for assistance but can’t afford the deductibles and
co-pays on their own—it is cheaper to be penalized at the end of the year than it is to pay
the monthly premiums
o Cost of insurance
o Dental care is very expensive
o Sliding scale fees are expensive
 Fear is a big factor
 There is a lack of adequate health services (especially in rural areas)
o There is a lack of adult dental services
o There are no eye care services
 Lack of transportation
 People are not aware of the services available to them (e.g. health centers, transportation)
 There is a drug epidemic
 Mental health issues are becoming more prevalent than they were in the past
 People do not want to admit they have a problem
 There’s a long waiting period to obtain an appointment (especially for mental health in which it can
take 3 to 5 months to get the first appointment—some of these delays may be caused by lack of
knowledge about resources)
 Medical care is hard to find without insurance; some doctors will not see you if you do not have
health insurance
 Medicaid only pays for glasses every two years
 The Medicaid enrollment process takes too long (sometimes pregnant women are unable to get
pre-natal care due to the amount of time it takes for approval)
 The shift at FSD from seeing clients to clients having to apply online is a barrier for those without
computer access
 FSD is concerned about quantity instead of quality—when clients call in they are not speaking to a
local person that understands their situation.
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Some people think FSD and Community Action are the same agency/program
Medicare pays for preventative services, but doesn’t pay for treatment

Education: (Two part question)
A. What barriers are there for children to regularly attend preschool, elementary, middle, junior high, or
high school? Why is this a barrier/what causes this barrier?
 Education is not important to the parents
 Lack of parental guidance
o Parents are on drugs
 Parents don’t want state agencies “in their business”
o Students’ drug/alcohol usage
o Parents who work or are disabled may not be able to get kids on the bus
 Transportation this includes:
o Bussing issue (pre-school have to meet income level)
o Unreliable transportation
o Families have to share a car and the spouse takes it for work
o Families cannot afford a car payment and car maintenance and repairs
 Parents dropped out, they were raised that education is no important
 Students feel inferior due to lack of clothing, shoes, hygiene/personal care items, school supplies
 Older children are responsible for babysitting their siblings
 Homelessness
 Parents have a difficult time getting children to preschool/school because of their work schedule
 Teenage pregnancy
 Problems at home
 People do not communicate anymore
 There needs to be a stronger bond between children and school
 Poor health
 Parents encourage children to work to help with household expenses
 No openings for most daycares
 Parents have to choose between paying bills and childcare—they can’t afford both
 Students avoid school due to bullying
 Students miss school due to doctor appointments
o Because there are not many local doctors that accept Medicaid parents have to take their
kids in town for appointments causing an all-day absence instead of a partial day absence
 Students miss because of the twenty-four hour rule pertaining to fever/vomiting—regardless of the
reason (e.g. the child may be taking medication that causes nausea; or the child may have
allergies which is causing a low grade fever)
 Kids face peer pressure, and school isn’t cool
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Hopelessness, fear, low self-esteem, lack of motivation
Struggle with grades
Embarrassment that they have a different learning style than their peers

B) What barriers are there to finishing high school, or continuing education/ Why is this a barrier/what
causes this barrier?
 Financial situations—parents are unable to assist or promote college education--parents cannot
afford schooling
 High school students struggle to fit in
 Bullying
 Lack of understanding of post high school options
o We push college degrees more than apprenticeships
o Students need to learn valuable life skills
o There is a lack of recognition for trade schools in the school system
o Society defines people by four-year degrees instead of associates or trade school
 Teenage pregnancy
 High school students have to work because their parents do not work or do not want to work
 Parents do not have the drive to make their children go to school
 Some students have disabilities that teachers and parents aren’t aware of
 Children need a support system to let them know it’s worth it to graduate
 This generation is selfish and doesn’t want to work—their priorities are not in order and they feel
entitled
 No resources for students with IEPs to attend college
 Lack of knowledge about the importance of college education
 Generational beliefs--parents believe that all kids need is a job to live a good lifestyle
 It’s easier to live off the system than to put the time into bettering their lives
 Parents give their kids everything they want and they don’t expect anything in return; then when
kids turn 18 parents cut them off expecting them to know how to survive
 Kids are pushed through school because the school doesn’t take the time to teach them
 Kids don’t know how to apply for financial aid, and have no support system to help them
 There are a lot of hoops to jump through when parents and children are both attending college
 There are a lot of victims of fraudulent for-profit business schools (e.g. Sanford Brown)—people
were misled and now have a big debt and an unaccredited degree that can’t be used
 It’s hard to get out of the poverty cycle when you have no family support
Suggestions:
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Elementary students should be introduced to different trades, such as coding
Middle schools should start prepping students for the career they would be interested in or possibly
a trade/skill they have instead of pushing college
Schools need to teach independent living skills, such as how to budget

Energy & Housing: (2 part question)
A) What barriers are families facing for heating or cooling their home? Why is this a barrier/what causes
this barrier?
 Money is a barrier/lack of income
o Families do not have enough money to cover the cost of transportation, childcare, and
utilites
 Some families have multiple people living in the home which raises the cost of utilities--too
many people in the house (e.g. they could have eight people in a small trailer
 Budgeting is a barrier
o They buy laptops, phones, tattoos, etc. before they worry about heating bills
o You have to make priorities and cooling/heating isn’t as important as buying food
 Utilities are expensive
o Utility costs keep going up
o A/C costs are really high
o Propane/gas is really expensive
 Lack of weatherization/homes that are affordable (e.g. trailers) are not energy efficient
o Homes lack central air that can be regulated
o A lot of homes are older and not up to code
 Families were not taught how to save energy
 Lack of education on how to purchase economic appliances
 Elderly/disabled need someone to physically come out and look at a/c and furnace to ensure it
is ready for the season
B) What housing barriers are families facing in our area? Why is this a barrier/what causes this barrier?
 There is not enough affordable housing (in Jefferson County or Franklin County—both county’s
focus groups listed this)
o No housing vouchers/long waiting list for low-income apartments
o Houses/apartments that low-income can afford are usually not safe or up to code
o A lot of people are living with other family members because they can’t afford rent
o Slumlords
o Drugs at the neighbors’ houses
 There are homeless people because they may not have families to help them
 Lack of income to afford adequate housing
o Cost of deposits, and first/last month’s rent prevent families from moving to better
housing
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o Owning a home is an asset, but takes a lot of time and money to repair and maintain
o Rent is usually more than a mortgage
Lack of budgeting skills
Education is needed on variables and fixed interest rates, how much individuals can afford to
borrow, and budgeting for a new home

Suggestions:


JFCAC needs to educate what programs are out there and what is offered

Family & Economic Security: (3 part question)
A) What barriers are families facing in obtaining and maintaining employment? Why is this a barrier/what
causes this barrier?























Families can’t survive on the wages they receive
Employers do not offer insurance and benefits
Childcare is not affordable
Transportation—affordable cars are unreliable and need repairs
Education is a barrier
Drug addiction is a barrier
Sexual harassment and racism
No vehicle
No money for gas
Some employers will not hire because of tattoos
Some employers will not hire due to persons history (e.g. past troubles/criminal records)
Disabled
Mental health issues
Lack of workforce skills
Lack of communication skills
People don’t want to work/lack of motivation, lack of work ethic—they live the cycle their
parents/grandparents modeled; they haven’t learned the basics of society’s expectations from
school, family, or peers
Public transportation goes to workshops/adult daycare, but not to factories/restaurants or other
places of employment
The population is increasing more skilled/higher paying jobs and transportation options are needed
Jobs have been sent out of the country
Workshops’ budget has been cut
Job Center is too far away and people are not qualified for the jobs they are encouraging
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B) If not addressed, what barriers are families facing in obtaining and maintaining childcare? Why?












Childcare is not affordable (including before and after school care)
Finding affordable childcare close to home is a barrier
Trusting someone you can afford is an issue—there is concern about the risks and the workers’
background checks and credibility
Some families make more money staying home and receiving assistance
Day care is not always available and there is a long waiting list
Both parents have to work to survive—people have to rely on friends/boyfriends to help out and
those options are not always in the best interest of the child
It is very difficult (and costly) to find daycare for newborns
Parents work odd hours (nights/weekends not covered)—hours and locations are a barrier
State funded childcare is difficult to obtain for all children
Cleanliness of the facility
Lack of “nuclear” family members to help care for children

C) If not already addressed, what barriers are families facing with transportation? Why?









Affordable cars are unreliable and need repairs
Cost of inspections, licensing car, car insurance, personal property taxes
There are not any bus or public transportation services that covers all of Jefferson County (Franklin
County reported the same issue, in addition they reported the transportation available is for
elderly/disabled and they have long waiting lists for the days that are typically needed)
There isn’t any training for how to buy a car
o Low-income people are targeted with lease buying—if you do not make a payment your
car will stop; there is a lock on the car
Some households have multiple people working and only one car to share
People are unaware of public transportation options or the bus schedule and route

Suggestions:




We need to educate young people at an early age such as 15-16 years old about all of the issues
associated with transportation
We need programs teaching how to drive, how to buy a car, how to save money for repairs, etc.
Low income need better representation so the government is better able to address community
needs
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Pillar

Symptom (What presents?)

Barrier/Obstacle

Food

Obesity
Diabetes

Obtaining Nutritious Food
Time and Effort Required

Heart Disease

Risk Factor
(Root Cause/Underlying Issue)
Lack of Income
High cost of Nutritious Food
Lack of Education

Hypertension
Pillar

Symptom (What presents?)

Barrier/Obstacle

Health

Health issues

Access to Clinical Care

Increased ER visits

Lack of Health Insurance

INCLUDING:

Risk Factor
(Root Cause/Underlying Issue)
Shortage of Providers
(especially that accept Medicaid)

Income/Cost

Lack of Preventative Measures Education:
(including preventative
care and healthy
habits
Community Awareness
How to Access Services

Physical
Dental

Healthy Lifestyle Choices

vision

Understanding the Importance
of Preventative Care

Mental
Substance
Abuse
Women's
Health
Pillar

Symptom (What presents?) Barrier/Obstacle

Education

Illiteracy
Absenteeism

Drop-out Rates
Not continuing education
past High School
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Risk Factor
(Root Cause/Underlying Issue)
Income

Obtaining Books (pertaining to
research stating low income
have fewer books in the home)
Lack of Knowledge or post high Cost
school options (e.g. college vs.
trade school) and how to access
financial aid
Education

Pillar

Symptom (What presents?) Barrier/Obstacle

Risk Factor
(Root Cause/Underlying Issue)
Lack of safe & affordable Housing shortage in both
housing
counties
High Energy Costs
Substandard Housing Conditions

Energy & Housing

Homelessness

INCLUDING:
Lack of Housing

Frequently moving from
place to place
Asthma & other chronic
respiratory issues
Frequent ER visits

Environmental
Health (Housing
related illnesses)

Frequent Disconnection
Notices/Disruption of
Services

Energy Costs

Employment Instability

Income
Cost (deposits, down
payments,utilities fees)
Education (how to obtain
housing Including budgeting,
establish credit, and save for
housing goals)

Homeless Youth

Pillar

Symptom (What presents?)

Barrier/Obstacle

Family &
Economic
Security

Unemployed

No transportation
(accessible/affordable)

Unable to maintain
employment
Unsupervised Children

Lack of affordable quality
childcare/after school care

INCLUDING:

Transportation Low wages/income
Employment
Childcare
After School
Care
Parents' Needs
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Risk Factor
(Root Cause/Underlying Issue)
Lack of
training/education/professional
certifications
Income/cost
Lack of livable wage jobs with
benefits/insurance in close
proximity to their homes
Lack of social support/social
economy
(resources)
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As shown in Figure 5, the current age-adjusted asthma prevalence
among adults in Missouri varies by county, from a low of 3.4
percent in Scotland County to a high of 13.7 percent in Mississippi
County, which is significantly higher than the state prevalence of 8.5
percent.5
In addition to Mississippi County, there are several other Missouri
counties in the group with the highest prevalence of current asthma
among adults including Audrain, Crawford, Randolph, Lincoln,
Dunklin, Howell, Douglas, Saline and Dade.

Figure 5. Current Asthma Prevalence Among Adults, 18 Years
or Older by County, Missouri, 2007
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Among children and teenagers less than 18 years of age in
Missouri, 13.1 percent have been diagnosed with asthma during
their lifetime and 8.6 percent (122,500 children) were reported
to have current asthma in 2007.1 As shown in Figure 6, among
children (age 17 and younger) the current asthma prevalence rate
was highest in the southeast region of the state. The childhood
asthma prevalence rates were also high in the northwest and
central regions.

Figure 6. Prevalence of Current Asthma Among Children,
Age 17 and Younger, by Missouri BRFSS Region, 2007
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